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Spong Tournament
brings bigwigs to M -W
By STEPHANIE COLEMAN
Uni\·ersit
f Mai lle prevailed ina field of _I teams from
18 schools. wilUl ing the .. 2nd
Annual William B. pong, Jr.
Tmitati nal Moot Court Tournament.
The Toumament. hosted by
the Mo t Court Board. and 0sp nsored by the irginia Trial
Lawyer: As-ociation. is noted
Ii r the significant number of
federal andstatejuristswhoser e
as judges during the competiti n. This year Virginia Chief
Justice Harry L. Carrico, Virginia Court f Appeals Chief
Judge LtlWTCnCe L . 1<.0 n12, Jr..

the Uni ted States Court of Appeal- forthe Fourth Circuit were
am ng the 26 juri sts.
Teams argued before panels
comprised of judges fro m the
United States Court of Appeals,
the Virginia Supreme Court. the
irginia Court of Appeals, the
United States District Courts,
and member of the Vi rgini~
Trial Lawyers Association.
Traditionally, the Spong
Tournament focuses on constitutional issues. The case argued
this year, United States v. Norwich fIf., concerned the exculSOD

SPONG,

Jvy Frignoca and John Bisson of the University of Maine won this year's Mark Capron
Spong Tournament. Frfgnoca also capmred tbe BC1>l O.-ali:st award.
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and Judge Paul V. Neimeyer of

Sullivan nIxes M-W dean candidates; search stalled
By PAULA HANNAFORD and
KEVIN KRONER
Althougb the Dean Searcb Committee
spent six months si fting through hundreds
of applications and narrowing the search
selection for the new dean down to three
finalists, William & Mary President
Timothy J. Sulli van announced on
Monday that there would be no decision
tltis year. "Each of the finalists was
impressive and each possessed important

strengths," said Sullivan, "but none
seemed to present the combination of
qualities that I believe [the law school]
needs now."
University Relations Director William
Walker said that he was not familiar with
tbe specific recommendations ofthe Dean
Searcb Committee but expressed that
the failure to fwd a new dean on the first
try was " not a terribly unusual
occurrence." Although Sullivan did not

specify wby the recommendations of the
Dean Search Committee were rejected ,
be praised their hard work over the past
six months. "The search committee did
an exemplary job and [Dean Searcb
CommitteeChairrnan Linda] Malone was
an exemplary leader," be said.
The search for a new dean will resume
at the beginning of the 1993-94 academic
year. Although Richard Williamson has
been Acting Dean of M-W since

Sullivan's promotion on June 1,1992, no
decision bas been made about whether he
will continue in that position.
According to Williamson, the decision
is of' 'no great moment.' , Specifically.
Williamson characterized the decision as
a sign of institutional strength, sending
the message the M-W will wait until the

See DEAN-LESS, page 2

Tennis facility to house NCAA women's hall of fame
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By BOB DICKINSON
Thanks to the generosity MarshallWythe alum Mark McCormack, a S3
million indoor tennis facility will be built
adjacent to the graduate housing complex. The facility will feature four to six
courts in 54,000 to 67,000 square feet of
space, depending on how much bang can
be gotten for eacb ofMcCormack ' s bucks,
according to Associate Director for Capital Plruming Bill Camp.
The teunis facility will be host to
intercollegiate competition and tournaments. Regular use by students, facul ty
and staff is anticipated. Millie West,
director of special projects for tbe Atb-

letic Department, said that graduated user
fees are planned. Students would pay the
lowest fees, faculty and staff would pay
more. It is likely that outside membersltips will be available to the public on
some as yet undetennined basis. The fees
are necessary because " the committee
tbat studied the project determined that
the facility should be sel f-sustaining,"
West said. The fees will be augmented by
an endowment fund created with an additional , anonymous gift of S800,000.
Cainp said that eight sites were con-

See PARKING?, page 20

- - - Inside this issue
Proposed site plan for the new tennis facility to be located beside the
GradPlex. Putt Putt Course still in the planning stages.

• President Sullivan talks about his
new job. Page 3.
•Gratuitous, offensive near nude
pictures. Page 5,15.

• Patriotism and protectionism
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Out of Our Heads

Graduation is only two months away and we still do not have
a graduation speaker. Apparently, etiquette permits one
candidate's indecision to hold up the process. We would like to
suggest a non-legal speaker who can deliver relevant comments
on our Tercentenary: Ice-T.
When you stop laughing, you should remember that the
groundwork for the Bill of Rights took shape in our backyard.
The College educated many of the leaders who would rebel
against the monarchy. The First Amendment is at the heart of our
nation's democracy.
Ice-T has been the frequent target of would be censors . Few
people in this country are in a better position to give gennane
commentary on the current state of freedoms under the First
Amendment.
It was Ice-T who refused to lay down when Tipper Gore 's
PMRC " thought police" attacked his rap albwns as " mind
poison. " Ice-T went on the talk-show and lecture circuit,
battling the PMRC's rhetoric. His abrasive, yet eloquent, style
influenced debate over free speech.
Recentl y, Ice-T found himself in the middle of another type
of censorship battle. Angered by his song, "Cop Killer," police
organizations attempted to indirectly censor Ice-T by targeting
other Warner Brothers products. It appears the plan worked, as
Ice-T pulled the song from the record.
For over five years, Ice-T has fought on the contemporary
battleground of First Amendment freedoms . When we want to
reflect on the history of the College and its integral role in the
birth of our nation, Ice-T can keep us in touch with the modern
implications of our history.
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From the Editor's Desk ...
It has come to our attention
that various items in the humor
section of this newspaper have
offended some members of the
M-W community. Wehavebeen
told that some portions of our
humor pages are seen as
offensive and degrading to
women.
Unlike instances where
readers have complained about
specific items in the paper, none
of these complaints have ever
come directly to the paper. They
have found their way to the
editorial staff through third
parties.
It comes as no surprise that
some portions ofthe hwnor pages
shock and offend the sensibilities
of some readers. Most of the
time the shock is intentional, but
the
offense
never
is .
Nonetheless, we take reader's
concerns with the utmost
seriousness.
First , and foremost, the
Amiclls belongs to the entire
Marshall-Wythe community.
We havearesponsibilityto meet
the journalistic needs of the
whole community, not just one
portion.
Unfortunately, the reality is
that we cannot satisfy the ideals
of every individual. When it
comes
to
humor
and
entertainment, we must cater to
a wide spectrwn of tastes. One
person's joke is another 's

offense. One person's hilarity is
another's boredom. Nonetheless, this does not translate
into a policy of' 'anything goes. "
Although some people may
doubt it, we do have standards of
what is too offensive to print.
Readers, however, never have to
see all the lines which are deleted.
Obviously, this does not
address the offensi veness of what
has been printed. Since these
grievances do not point to a
specific item as being offensive
to women, we can only speak in
general terms.
The editorial staff of this
newspaper pours over every line
of text to be printed. We
specifically consider whether
particular lines may be read as
degrading rather than humorous.
At every stage, in every story,
we do our best to strike a balance
against hurt feelings .
We see nothing wrong with
pieces that shock or offend
sensibilities, but we never intend
to personally offend any
individualorgroup. Admittedly,
we may not always succeed, but
we always try. We welcome
and encourage readers to
comment on any and every
portion of the newspaper. The
comments should take place in
whatever form the reader feels is
appropriate: either through a
public letter to the editor, or a

private note to the staff.
There have been too few
public or private complaints that
a particular item on the humor
pages was offensive. Asaresult,
it is difficult, if not impossible,
to accurately gauge community
reaction when no opinions are
expressed. Judgement calls must
be made. Without complaints
addressed to specific passages
or issues, we are unable to
evaluate our own decisionmaking process.
We realize that some
offended parties do not want to
write Letters to the Editor for
fear of being labelled" religious
nut," "fem-nazi," " sexist,"
" PC," or "censor."

While we definitely prefer
public opinion, the Amiclls is
equally receptive to private
input.
Vague comments
garnered through the rumor mill
are constructive to absolutely no
one.
The central purpose behind
the humor page is to entertain
and capti vate the reader. We put
it there for your enjoyment, not
to offend or degrade. We need
commentary from everyone if
the humor pages are to be enjoyed
by all.
This is a community
newspaper. It can only reflect
what each person in the
community contributes. The
Amicus belongs to you.

Letters
To the editor:
Since arriving at MarshallWythe I have been extremely
impressed with the student body.
The people who attend school
here are an extremely intelligent
group of adults who really seem
to care about each other. 111is
helps make this a very pleasant
environment in which to suffer
through
the
sometimes
unpleasant experience of
leaming the law. This general
comment on the student body
makes the observations that
follow all the more disturbing.
The sanle group of caring and
intelligent adults alluded to
above seems to have a real
disregard for others when it
comes to the upkeep and
maintenance of the law school
facility . Before you tune me out,
let me give you a few exanlples
of what I'm referring to. How
many times have you gone into
the bathroom and seen a whole
pile of paper towels on the floor?
How many cigarette butts are
left on the ground in the
courtyard? How many half
empty garbage pails have a pile
of litter around them where

would be NBA stars have failed
to follow their shot for the
rebowld? How many drinks have
been sloshed on the floor and left
for someone else to clean up or
slip on? (As would be lawyers I
don 't need to point out to you the
significance of that particular
problem )
How man y
unidentifiable food items are
mutating in the refrigerator or
the microwaves in the lounge?
If these seem like petty things to
you, perhaps the next item sr.ikes
home. How many people have
wasted immense amounts oftime
these past few weeks attempting
to find books which thoughtless
people have failed torefile where

DEAN-LESS, from page 1
ideal candidate comes along,
rather than make a hasty
decision.
Until the surprise announcement, University of Iowa College of Law Professor Peter
Shane seemed to be the early
favorite. According to Student
Organization Committee Member Judy Conti (2L), Shane was

they found them?
With the exceptions of the
graffiti in the restrooms, the
actions to which I take offense
are not malicious acts intended
to ruin the facility or harm the
research efforts of fellow
students, butthey do show a real
disregard for others and a certain
callousness towards the
envirorunent in which we work
and live. On the whole the people
here seem pretty idealistic,
before we set out to clean up the
world, let' s live a little of what
we believe and clean up the law
school.
--Duane Smith (lL)
the only finalist recommended
by the student body. According
to Rutgers University Law
School Dean Search Chair
Norman Cantor, Shane is still
under consideration for the
deanship of that institution. The
remaining finalists were, University oJ Wisconsin School of
Law Professor LindaGreene and
Vanderbilt University School of
Law
Professor
Donald
Langevoort.
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President Sullivan reflects on the first year of his new job
By KEVIN KRONER
[This is the first part 0/ a multipart intervie't~· with President
Sullivan reflecting on his first
year as president a/the College.}
Amicus: Howhas thefirstyear
been?
Sllllimn: Well, its been an
interesting experience. A lot of
things I hadn't anticipated and
some I had . It a job that's
highly varied . In anyone \\ieek
I can be doing an incredible range
of things. A lot of people who
have all kinds of different
backgrounds. So, I think the
variety of it , and the pace of it is
pretty onsiderable: tbough. I
can ' t tell exactly whether that's
part I because I'm new or partly
because th is is
uch an
extraordinary year, or whether it
will
simp ly
co ntinue
indefinitely.
What are some of the things
yo u found to be unanticipated ?
TIle effort that you need to
make to stay in contact with
what is, sort of, the critical part
of the College, whi cb is tbe
academic fimction . A a Dean,
you are immersed in it , as a
matter of course. Here, if you
didn ' t really work at it, you could
spend most of the year and have
Y"Cry little contact with s tudents,

very little contact with faculty,
or academic Deans.
So, what bave you been
doing tbis year to overcome
tbat tendency?
Well , I've been meeting, on
at least a monthly basis with all
the Deans. I spend a lot of time
getting to know students in a
whole va riety of ways;
sometimes more infonnal things
like lunches at the President's
House, attending fun ctions, and
trying to go to stndent forums,
meeting
with
student
organizations. And, tben , just
being around on campus, having
lu~ch over at the com mons.
Things like that. I've bad an
opportunity to see-- I wouldn ' t
want to COWlt the nwnber of
students, but it does give you the
opportunity to meet students and
get a sense of what's on their
minds. So, I try to do those
things.
With the facu lty, I've bad
IUllch over four or five days with
all the new faculty hired at
William and Mary last Fall. I
think it's easy to get isolated
from that part of the institution
that really defines it; that really
does the work. I'm really trying
hard not to let that happen .
It 'sprobilbly la eM'lyto talk

about acbievements and
regrets ...
Yeah, too early.
But, over tbe last year, are
tbere tbings that have
bappened that you can point to
and say " this is a valuable
lesson I've learned," and, on
the other side ofthe coin, "this
is something that I'm proud of
what I'ye achieved in my short
time."
I think that there 's been some
progress in helping strengthen
the feeling of cOffilnwlity, but
that's a hard thing to define , but
I think that's happened . I don ' t
wan t to take sole, or even
principal credi t for it. I think, up
to this point we've had a ery
Tercentenary
s uccessful
celebration. Don 't forget , I came
in late and inherited a great group
of people, who already, pretty
much made all of the decisions
necessary to move the whole
thing forward . But, I had some
involvement , some role in it ,
and I feel good, thus far, about
how tllat's gone.
How difficult was that ; I
know the celebration was not
something that was planned
just one year in advance, but
actually many years in
advance. How difficult was it

to step into these roles and
haYing peopJeexpect you to bit
the ground running.
Well, maybe I should strike
everything I just told you, and
say this about achievements: I
was chosen to be President in

early April. Because I was here,
I really began doing a lot of the
work almost immediately. I
haven 't had a long period to sit

See PREZ, page 16

President Timothy J . Sullivan

--staff photo

Strossen and Meese debate civilliberties issues at W &M
certain fundamental rights that could not
By GREG DALE
Li berals and conservati ves alike had a be taken away by the government. These
special treat on Wednesday night when rights are not exclusively provided by the
Nadine Strossen, NYU Law Professor Constitution, but are supplemented by
and President of the ACLU, debated other natural rights which are retained by
fonner Attorney General Ed Meese. The the citizenry under the Ninth Amendment.
debate took place in a packed Phi Beta With this in mind , the role ofthe Supreme
Kappa Hall with visiting law Professor Court is to guarantee these rights to
indi viduals and especially to minorities.
J01m Nowak as moderator.
Accordingly , Strossen believes
In discussing what qualities a president
or asenator ought to look for in a Supreme President Clinton should seek to find
Court nominee, Attorney General Meese
claimed that ajustice should be someone
who would not be swayed by public
By LULIT MILLION
opinion and instead be committed to
The Student Di vision of the Institute
applying tbe " literal " Constitution and
of Bill of Rights Law at Marshall-Wythe
the drafter's original intent.
Meese went on to list several will hold its armual symposium April I
exceptions to the First Amendment from 6 to 9 p.m . in Room 119. The title
freedom of speech provisions which he this year is "Censorship and Music: Rock,
thought were appropriate, including Rap and the First Amendment. " Orgaobscenity and child pornography. In nizers of the event have solicited speakdescribing the prope r balance to be struck ers from all sides of the issue.
AnOpen-Mike oapBox will kick off
between com munit y val ues and
individual rights, the ex-Attorney General the symposium at noon. The Institute
stated that as a general rule individual will provide students with a platfonn,
rights should be respected up to the point mike and the opportunity to state their
whe re they hurt the community or,any views on the issue of censorship. Dawn
member thereof. He also stated that the Darkes (2L), one ofthe organ izers of the
balance was a sensiti ve one and should be symposiwn, said the open mike idea
proved to be a success last year.
done on a right-by-right basis.
The symposium will officially begin
Professor Strossen responded by
claiming that there was a basic tension in at 6 p.m . with a moot court presentation.
American govenunent between majority Professor Nowak will be the Chief Jusrule and individual liberty. She also tice of the moot court on a panel of seven
claimed that United States citizens had judges. The case is based on a hypotheti-

Supreme Court justices who will actively
protect the rights of those who cannot
protect themselves. She further argued
t1lat the Senate ought to be more vigorous
in rejecting candidates who do not endorse
these views, since there are no enumerated
constitutional limitations on their decision
to reject a nominee.
On the issue of gUll control, Meese
suggested that stricter enforcement of the
laws would be a more effective solution

than gun control laws. Strossen responded
by stating that government should not be
given so much power to protect us that
they end up becoming brutalizers, as in
the Rodney King incident.
In speaking about immigration limits
on people with AIDS, Strossen suggested
that this was a smokescreen for
discrimination against gays and Haitians,
while Meese analogized the ban to that on
people with venereal disease .

Civil Rights Symposium to address censorship
cal statute saying that anyone introducing obscene material into the stream of
commerce carl be liable for any violence
that occurs as a direct result. The hypothetical statnte is based on an actual
legislative attempt to be introduced in
this country which wou ld, in effect, open
up liability to artists, singers and entertainers across the board.
Da ve Marsh is the keynote speaker for
the symposium. Marsh has lectured on
music censorship at campuses around the
country for several years. He has also
been writing about censorship for over a
decade and is the author of more tharl a
dozen books about popular music incl uding two best-sellers about Bruce
Springsteen, Bom to Run and GIOIY Days.
Marsh is the former associate editor of
Rolling Stone arId is presently a music
critic for Play boy and editor of Rock and
Roll COl!(idential. Marsh also serves on

the board of the Rhytlun and Blues Foundation arld the advisory board of National
Writers Union.
Following the keynote address, there
will be a panel discussi0n1tO\Vll meeting
moderated by fonner CBS news correspondent Roger Mudd . The panelists are
coming from around the COWl try to represent their views on the issue of censorsh.ip. Mary Morello is a retired schoolteach.er who in 1989 founded an arlticensorship group named Parents for Rock
and Rap (PFRR) in response to the Parents Music Resource Center, Tipper
Gore 's group of the mid- ' 80s. PFRR acts
as an informational clearinghouse keeping its over 500 mem bers up to date on the
music censorship battle and how to fight
censorship. The organization is against

See SILENCE, page 20
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Law Watch

By MARGARET HARDY
industry it regulates." (Daily Press).
and JOHN CROUCH
COLOR TRADEMARK: The Eighth
WHY NOT FLIP A COIN? A study Circuit ruled that a maker of photoconducted by three University of splicing tape can sue a competitor for
Pittsburgh psychology professors reveals trademark infringement based solely on
that when mental health professionals the fact that the competitor's tape is the
predict whether someone wiIl commit a same color. The Seventh Circuit ruled
violent act they are wrong 47% of the two years ago that color alone could not
time. This figure jumped to 64% when serve as a basis for trademark
they predicted that someone would not be infringement. In that case, involving
violent at alI in the next six months. Nutrasweet's attempted exclusive use of
These evaluations are routinely used to blue packets, the Supreme Court refused
decide the amount of bail, sentencing and to hear an appeal. (Wall Street Journal).
parole questions. (Wall Street JOllmal). SEIZURES STOPPED: The Supreme
WHY NOT RAT ON CLIENTS? The Court ruled that the U.S. may not seize
ABA's Ethics and Professional property from innocent people merely
Responsibility Committee ruled that when because it was originally bought with
clients are about to perpetrate fraud, their drug money. In Hartford, Conn., Judge
lawyers must make a "noisy withdrawal" Carmen Espinosa said police cannot seize
and repudiate work already done , if prostitutes' customers' cars unless they
necessary to avoid assisting the crime. A were instrumental, not just incidental, to
minority of the committee protested, the crime. (USA Today) .
citing the ABA Model Rule imposing the JUDITH KAYE IS CHIEF JUDGE:
opposite duty. (National Law Joumal). Gov. Mario Cuomo nominated Judge
GAY BAN APPROVED: Manhattan's Judith Kaye as the first female chief
federal judge Kevin Duffy ruled that the judge of New York's highest court,
Irish Lesbian and Gay Organization replacing Sol Wachtler. Kaye is described
(ILGO) can be banned from marching in as brilliant, hardworking, single-minded
the St. Patrick's Day Parade sponsored by and a centrist consensus-builder. She led
the Ancient Order of Hibernians. The efforts to use the state constitution to
city had supported the ILGO's right to provide greater protection of individual
join the parade, while the ACLU liberty than the federal Bill of Rights
supported the Hibernians. The judge does. (New York Times).
held that the group's inclusion violated NEW ADR OPTION: The nonprofit
the sponsor's free speech rights. (New American Arbitration Association has a
. new program designed to deal with
York Times).
USDA WATCHDOG ROLLED complex cases involving $1 million or
OVER: D.C ' s federal judge Charles more. It offers 36 regional panels of
Richey said the Agriculture Department arbitrators which include such wellenforced the Improved Standards for known professionals as former Attorney
Laboratory Animals Act with more General Griffin Bell. The program offers
reverence for' ' the almighty dollar" than written opinions if the parties request
for "man's best friend." He ordered the them and expanded pre-arbitration factUSDA to ensure on-site veterinarians, finding in response to the complexity of
exercise for dogs, and " psychological the cases. (Wall Street Journal).
well-being" for apes. The Animal Legal UVA PRAYER PLAQUE: A Catholic
Defense FWld said this was a case of "an group at UVA's law school ended the
agency just completely rolling overto the church-state spat over a plaque bearing

Samuel Johnson's "Prayer Before the
Study of Law" . The St. Yves Society
will put the plaque on its bulletin board,
so that it will not be governmentsponsored. One -L activist Linda
Rosenthal, who first protested the plaque,
remains controversial. Hertorts professor
reportedly retaliated against her by
including a long, graphic rape fact pattern
in her exam, but not asking any questions
about it. (The Narcissist).
GIVES NEW MEANING TO
RECYCLED: The Connecticut Supreme
Court ruled that trash placed at the curb is
abandoned propertyand may be searched
by police without a warrant. Courts in
eleven other states have reached the same
conclusion. Only New Jersey, Hawaii
and Washington require search warrants.
(Wall Street Journal).
INVESTORS BEW ARE: New Russian
legislation is likely to create problems for
Western business investors. TIle new
laws let preliminary agreements, even
those with unilateral conditions, be
binding. This isnot usually the case in the
U. S. The Russian law has been described
as vague and poorly drafted. Investors
are being warned to sign preliminary
agreements cautiously unless a final
contract is expected. (Wall Street
Journal).
UNDER-NEGLECfED CHILD: Long
Island judge David Freundlich placed
Aaron Storck, 8, in foster care because
his mother showed symptoms of rare
Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy, which
makes parents keep their children in in
order to get attention. Mrs. Storck claims
her son suffers from sleep apnea and
needs heart-lung monitoring, frequent
CPR and constant nursing from her.
Doctors found Aaron perfectly healthy.
(New York Times).
HOMES FORTHE MENTALLY ILL:
The New York Court of Appeals held
Wl3llimously that New York City hospitals
must provide housing for the mentally ill

homeless before discharging them. This
is an attempt to stop the frequent practice
of sending these patients back to the
streets. The city's brief predicts this
ruling will cost the city between $50,000
~d $75,000 per patient. (Wall Street
Journal) .
IMPOTENTBANANAS: A class action
suit was filed in Texas on behalf of
thousands of Costa Rican plantation
workers, claiming the pesticide DBCP,
used on bananas, made them sterile.
(National Law Journal) .
CHURCH AND SfATE: Theseparation
between church and state is once again
being reviewed by the U.S. Supreme
Court. Oral arguments have been heard
in a case involving a government-funded
interpreter for a deaf child in a Catholic
high schooL The public school district in
Arizona has so far refused to pay for the
interpreter and has won in lower courts.
(New York Times).
FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY: A
Richmondjury imposed the second, third
and fourth federal death sentences since
1963 . Cory Johnson, James Roane and
Richard Tipton killed eleven people,
stabbing one 85 times. They will appeal.
(Richmond Times-Dispatch) .
EXCLUSIONARY RULE: A Colorado
federal judge narrowed the Tenth Circuit's
rule which lets illegally seized evidence
be considered at sentencing. To offset
" an unacceptably high incentive" to
violate the Fourth Amendment, it said
defendants need not prove that the
violator's motive was to get a harsher
sentence, especially when police are
indifferent to their own crimes. The court
said sentencing is often "where the
exclusionary rule must be applied if it is
to retain any meaning. " (U.s. Law Week).
NO JURIES FOR DRUNKS: The
Supreme Court ruled unanimously that
people charged with drunken driving on
federal land have no right to a jury trial.
(Richmol/d Times-Dispatch).

SBA to keep results of survey quiet; Cartee berates apathy
By DOUG MILLER
TIle SBA has decided not to
release the results of its fall
semester survey ranking law
school faculty and courses
because of what SBA president
Joe Cartee characterized as a

" pitiful" response. TIle decision
came after a discussion ,vith class
representati ves at the last
meeting of the SBA.
According to SBA Vice
President Dave Delk (2L) who
conducted the survey, the

nwnberofrespollSesranged from
" less than five to about 15
surveys per class." But, he
added, "There wasn't much
difference between the median
score and the mean. Ifaprofessor
got a seven, it wasn't because he
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was getting lots of high marks
and a few really low ones. There
wasn't a lot of deviation among
the surveys that were handed
in. " Cartee, who sought the
input of the class reps in
attendance, was open to
publishing the results. "After
lookingatthem, andhavingbeen
a student here, the results are not
out ofline with what you, ould
expect," he said. "I wouldn't be
opposed to publishing them if
we included a caveat that they
were based on a very low number
of responses. " He aI-o cited the
small de,iation among those
surveys whi h were returned.
But
most
of
the
representatives in attendance
agreed 'With Chris Klym (3L).
"I don't t1link its very fair to the
professors," he said. Cartee
acknowledged the difficulty.

Delk suggested including only
those with favorable ratings, but
the realization that exclusion
would be the same as a negative
report nixed the idea.
A variety ofsuggestions were
offered for improving response
rates. Cartee said the SBA would
consider distributing their survey
before exanlS about the same
time as the official surveys are
completed to boost participation.
In other business. SBA Social
Committee Chairs, Tammy
Moss (3L) and Kyle Short (2L),
con finned the ticket price for
Barristers' Bal l. The annual
spring formal. to be held March
o".ill be 825 per ticket.
The SBA budget was
submitted to the BSA Finance
Committee on Monday Feb. 22.
The final proposal totaled
$29,916.
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Former Education Secretary paints hopeful picture for US
By JEFFREY REGNER
Dr. Terrel Bell , former
Secretary of Education, spoke at
Phi Beta Kappa Hall on Feb. 22
as part of the chool of Education Alumni and Friends
Distinguished Le ture Series.
BelL who charmed the standing

room only crowd, spoke of the
changes in American education
since the release of A Nation at
Risk ten years ago.
Though
seemingl y
disappointed with the current
state of education, Bell appeared
optimistic for the future. After

describing the effect ofA Nation
at Risk on the attit ude s of
Presidents, state legislatures and
the judiciary, he peered into his
" foggy crystal ball" and gave
his views on the future of
education.
Bell was appointed Secretary
of Education by President
Reagan. The cabinet secret?Jies,
said Bell, sat with the President
in tJle order that their offices
were established. Because hi s
cabinet position was the last,
and in identally the thirteenth
established, he sat furthest from
the President. From thi s hwnble
posi ti on, Bell succeeded in
putting educat ion into the ce nter
o f American debate. His
a utobiography is appropriate ly
entitled The Thirteewh Mall.
He opened his lecture with
anecdotes from the Reagan years.
One amusing episode occurred
during a speec h by French
President Mitterand. Hi ghranking officials fro m a ll

bra n ch es o f government le g is latures be gan enacting
attended the event at which the reforms, judges began ruling on
thirteenth man scored a point. inequalities in education funding
An English tr ans lation of and even President Bush called
Mitterand's speech, which was himsel f the "Education
Be ll was
delivered in French, had been Pres ident".
handed out to everyone present. disappoin ted by Bush ' s
Bell , \\lho 's French was rusty, lackl uster education agenda, but
worked to follow along but was was pleased with the America
2000 program which grew under
laggin g by a paragraph or two.
As he turned the pages, he Bush 's watch. Bell said that the
noticed that others were importance of education as an
\vatching him and turning tlie issue in the 1992 presidential
pages along with him. Test ing election was unparalleled in
the situation, he began turning american history.
Even with the new reforms,
pages at random and everyone
followed him . After the speech, Bell said that our education
he was thanked for his example, problems could not be solved
because everyone knew that if without improvement by " the
anyone spoke French, it would other education motivator," i.e.
parents. America, he stressed,
be the Secretary of Education.
Bell then moved to more need s to transfonn itself into a
But
ubs ta nti ve discussion. He " learning culture."
described how education rose to although the quick fixes of the
the forefront of American debate 80s did not do enough, but they
fol lowin g the report by the
See BELL, page 7
Na ti o na l Commission on
Excellence in Education. Local

PSF's Dinner Date Auction brings In record amount
By DAVE PFEFFERKORN
and SUZANNE FITZGER-\LD
The sixth arumal DilUler Date Auction
spons red by the Public ervice Fund
(PSF) was held on Thursday, February
~ - tb, tn the Campus Center Ballroom.
The event brought out over 300 MarshallW yth ians from their library carrels and
raised more than S 000 for PSF, topping
last year's take by 1500.
Debonair aucti neers Kyle Sh rt and
Joe Quigley pro\' ided vi\' id and
illuminating descriptions of the
auctionees, replete with the participants
ideas ab,)Ut their \HJ perfect date We
have compiled some of the highlight s-and lowlights--from the evening.
iolating the "Mike Raus h Rule,"
Jimmy Entas (3L), Loyst Fletcher and
Mark Capron (2Ls) disrobed Oll stage. A
word of advice to their respective dates:
learn " Mike Rausch Rule #2."
The George Bush Two-Thousand
Points of Light Award goes to sequin clad
Serena Spencer ( 1L). Her dress made
P::;F co-chair Dace Dalke " seethe light ."
Sue " Perky" FitzGerald (2L) topped
the money charts, going for S165. See
ue's feature article for details on Dave
Pinkowi tz's ( I L) heart-\Henching loss in
a hard-fought bidding war. Rwnors
abowld that Pink-o is already funciraising
for next. year.
Matt Holloran was responsible fo r the
biggest upheaval--or is that heavup--of
the evening. At least Matt made it out of
the building before reliving his last meal ;
Martha M Glothlin (I L) was not so lucky.
Laurie Hartman and Loyst FletcherHartman (2Ls), demonstrating that charity
begins at home, bid a combined total of
$ 170 all each other. This is also knowll
as a very expensive wash .
In the PG- 13
ategory, ex-

synchronized swimmer Jen Rademacher
(3 L) wowed the audience with her
patented three-point stance complimented
by pelvic gyrations. Gee, it sure looks
different outside the water. This new
land sport is well on its way to "exhibition'
status at the next Olympic games. Even
the East German judge was impressed .
Proving conclusively that white men
can 't dance, strawman Matt Holloran
was no mat h for the s antily clad duo of
Jacalyn Scott and Karen Hale (3Ls) who
followed him.
Martha McGlothlin will feast on the
hOllse special, game pie, \,ith date George
Snead ( I L) at the King 's Anns Tavem.
Be careful kids, those rabbits and squirrels
are straight from the route 60 bypass.
Bryan Bonner's(3L) eyes were bigger
than his stomach as he took home dates
with Vanessa Peterson, Kerry Gilmore
(2Ls), Jaclyn Scott and ~'lren Hale. Scott
precipitated th e spendi ng spree by
comparing her ideal date to Diet Coke
and challenging BOlUler to' ' taste it alL"
Rede fi ning the tenn "blind date ,"
Alisa Lewi s (3 L) and Serena Spencer will
accompany purchaser Dave Dalke on
separate excursions.
The Wrigley Dou blemint Award s go
to Dave Dalke, Bryan Bonner, Martha
McGlothlin and Kevin Kroner (3L), who
each purchased two date packages.
Double your pleasure, double your fwL
Llezelle Dugger (I L), obviously not
an economics major in college, paid S65
for a pair of Barrister' Ball ti kets. The
aCTltal retail \'GIlle of the tickets is $50.
We ' re sorry, Llezelle, your bid was too
high. Join us again next time on "The
Price is Right. "
Professor Paul Marcus and his wife
will treat their purchaser to an etImic
feast at Chez Trinh because a) Paul can

3Ls Jacalyn Scott and Karen Hale's "rumpshaking"--Kim Phillips
loosened the wallets of the crowd at Date Auction.
pronounce the restaurant's name: b) he
knows the owner; c) Chez Trinh won the
prestigious Golden Fork Award in 1992.
The Caveat Emptor Award goes to
Chris Smith (3 L), who purchased lunch
with President Sulli van for $2 10. The
President offers student lunches throughout the semester; one need only sign up.
Perhaps Chris and L1ezelle have been
spending too much time together.
Di sproving the myth that money can't
buy love , the crowd heard halftime
testimonials from Heather Sue Ramsey
and James chliessmann (3Ls), Betsy
Abrabam (3 L ) and Scott Greco (2L), and
Margaret Lewis and John Ryan (2Ls).
TIleir words ofen ouragement raised the
hopes of Marshall-Wythe's dateless and
desperate.

On a more serious note, PSF chairs
Da ve Dalke and Andrea Jones (3 Ls) were
'very pleased with the results of the event.
"The attendance was higher than we
expected , and the bidding was very
generous throughout the night ," said
Dalke. According to Dalke, the prizes
contr ibuted by the facult y and the
administration had a big impact on the
bottom line. Faculty contributors included
Professors Devins, SmoIIa, Malone ,
Marcus, Levy, LeBel , Moliterno,
Barnard, Deans Williamson, Hayhurst,
Overy, Galloway, Kaplan, Shealy, and
President Sullivan.
Jones thanked all of the volunteers
who helped with every facet ofthe auction,
and encouraged students to patronize the
restaurant donors.
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Multiple styles ofblacktnusic reflect struggle and progress
By VANESSA PETERSON
Sounds ofgospel singing, hip
hop rap, blues, jazz, rock, and
reggae filled the halls of
Marshall-Wythe during the
Black Law Student Association's
annual Black musical celebration
on Wednesday, Feb. 24.
Six groups perfonned and
about 50 people gathered for
BLSA's culminating event in
honor of Black History Month.
The groups included Southern
Flavor (rap), William and Mary's
Ebony Expressions (gospel),
Christos Badavas (2L) and Tim
Goplerud (3L) in a hannonical
bass duet, Neil Grover's group
Gazz and blues), Chet NUll00Quarcoo (2L), Peter Kane (2L)
and Tom Joss (2L) in a group
called Chickohominy Magic
Rhythm Band (reggae) and Lynn
and Her Tool Kit (a1l3Ls, rock).
The five-member group
called Southern Flavor are from
Richmond, Charles City and
Williamsburg. They said their
musichas positive messages and
brings back samples of jazz and
blues which has been ' ' lost" for
today's generation.
Southern Flavor all agreed
that their overall goal is to' 'j ust
make sure people have a good
time. "
One yo ung audience
•
member, Erik Supplee, 8, said
he did. His mother, Pam, said

this was the fIrst time she and her
son had attended the musical
event and they "really enjoyed
it. " She said they do not usually
get the opportunity to go out
together and listen to such a
variety of bands.
All ofthe performing groups
seemed to enjoy themselves.
Nunoo-Quarcoo
said
Chickohominy does a lot of
different types of music, and
their music is "100 percent
rhythm, and that's where the
magic comes from."
Lisa Nicholson (3 L), vice
president of BLSA and also the
organizer ofthe event, said Black
music stems from African art
which is rooted in " life
situations, aspirations , and
possibility" of the African
people. She said Black music
began in the slave days when
. Africans
brought
their
instruments and songs to
America.
Nicholson explained the
history of Black music in
America. Negro spirituals were
prevalent during the pre-Civil
War era; blues and gospels
developed in the late 19th century
and early 20th century. The
diffusion of blues and ragtime
with brass bands and syncopated
dance beats resulted in music
called jazz. Swing emerged in
the '30s, bop in the '40s, soul

CBerkeley
CRealty. inc.

jazz and rhythm and blues in the
'50s andjazz fusion in the '60s.
The newest form ofBlack music,
rap, emerged in the '70s.
Today, as before, Black
music continues to be a reflection
of a people's struggle and
achievement, while delivering
positive messages of pride and
dignity, Nicholson said. She
said that many Top 40 rock-androll songs are based on lyrics and
music of black rhythm and blues
artists of that day.
Nicholson said the musical

celebration is the fInale for the
month of February because
" people of all races and beliefs
can come together under the
color of music."
Professor Susan Grover
agreed with Nicholson, she said
it was a "wonderful" show that
could be enjoyed by people of
different backgrounds. She said
the variety of the groups even
made the event better than last
year's.
Nicholson attributes the
success ofthis year's show to the

groups who she said performed
"200 percent" and for free. The
success ofthe show was "beyond
my wildest dreams," she added.
The musical selections
included "Love a Man" by Billie
Holiday (Neil Grover's group),
"Exodus" by Bob Marley
(Chickohominy Magic Rhythm
Band), "Sophisticated Lady" by
Duke Ellington (Badavas and
Goplerud), " Respect" by Aretha
Franklin (Lynn and Her Tool
Kit) and " Swing Your
Persuasion" by Southern Flavor.

Gospel Choir Ehony Expressions amazed the crowd with their
spirituals at BLSA' s celebration of black music.
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Atnbulance chasers threatened by no-fault Insurance
By PAULA HANNAFORD
The lives of ambulancechasers
could
become
considerably more difficult-not
to mention less lucrative-if the
Clinton AdministratioQ adopts
no-fault medical malpractice
insuran e as part of its national
health care package, according
to UV A Law Professor Jeffrey
O ' Connell.
At a discussion sponsored by
the Marshall-Wythe Health Law
Society on TImrsday, Feb. 25 ,
o COlU1ell observed that millions
of dollars are wasted each year
in medical malpractice litigation
and urged reform of the existing
to rt liability system. O 'Connell
is a specialist in accident and
insurance law and the author of

The Blame Game: Injuri es,
Insllrance and Injustice.
" From

an

insurance

BELL, from page 5
did generate momentum ID
educational reform.
The speaker then looked to
the future. He predicted that the
micro-chip will have a profound
effect on future schools by
freeing teachers to work more
closely with problem children.
Computers he said could be used
as a communication tool within
the classroom and with parents.
He hoped to see computers move
from computer labs directly into
the classroom.
He urged an adoption of a
teacher ranking system for K
through 12 similar to that in the
University setting. Merit pay,
he believes is ineffective. New
teacher personnel practices such
as peer review would improve
the quality of teaching, raise the
image of teaching and draw in
better educators.
National standards in the form
ofassessments ratherthan testing
would be beneficial. Tracking
the educational process rather
than simply the end product
would be the goal. Computer
simulations could be used to
measure intelligence rather than
an ability to regurgitate facts.
He suggested a program
similar to highway funding where
schools would meet certain
standards to be awarded money.
Bell
hoped
to
see
pri vatization in education along
with improvements in public
schools. He cited programs
currentl y existing in Minnesota
and Michigan which allow
entrepreneurs to get funding to
operate schools.
The home, he stressed , must
work hand- in-hand with the

perspective ,"
O'Connell
explained, "tort liability is
crazy." Unlike other forms of
insurance, medical malpractice
attempts to establish fault and to
com pensate the injured party for
pain and suffering. According
to O'Connell, the deterrence
aspect of litigating medical
malpractice is undermined by
the existence of malpractice
insurance.
The problem with the
malpractice system is that
determination of fault almost
always
requires
expert
testimony , which makes the
process extremely lengthy and
expensive--and does not
necessarily result in a favorable
outcome for the plaintiff.
Convincing a jury of "twelve
persons of average ignorance"
to believe a plaintiffs case is
school. Bell looked to parents to
become more involved,
especially with handicapped
children.
Schools and school districts
have become too large, he noted .
With a few exceptions the larger
the school, the greater the
problems with crime, drugs and
drop-outs. Decreasing the size
of schools would make them
more manageable and help
attack these problems.
"Show me an effective
school," he told the audience,
"and I'll show you a dynamic
principal. " One of the most
important improvements that can
be made is site-based
management. He likened school
systems with corporations
concluding that a top-heavy
bureaucracy was a burden on
proper functioning.
Also in Bell' s predictions was
a better understanding of the
human brain. He predicted
amazing results in research into
how the mind functions. He
expects that as we learn more,
we will fmd out how to develop
the minds of the young and
discover the origins of different
behavior patterns.
By bringing parents into the
educational system, children
who are too young for school
can begin developing their
leaming potential at an early age
at home .
Bell left the crowd with a
fee ling that tremendous work
must still be done, but with an
optimism for the future . "Zero
defect education ," is not an
impossible dream .
The speech was recorded for
broadcast on WHRV/WHRO
and other public radio stations
across the country.

essentially a lottery system.
"After
all,"
observed
O ' Connell, "once in a while,
William and Mary beats
Virginia It's very embarrassing,
but it happens. "
O'Connell also noted that
physicians are at a disadvantage
in the courtroom. "Even though
medical schools get the brightest
people," he remarked, "those
students disappear into medical
school and don't speak English
when they come out. TIlls makes
them very vulnerable in the
courtroom.' ,
Under 0' Conne 11 's proposed
form of no-fault medical
malpractice insurance,an injured
patient would submit a claim for
medical malpractice. The health
care provider would have a
specified number of days in
which to offer a settlement based

onactuaJ medical expenses, costs
of rehabilitation and lost wages-similar to the formulas used to
establish most workman's
compensation settlements.
The patient would then be
obligated to acceptthe settlement
unless he wished to contest the
claim in court. To win, the
patient must prove wanton
negligence beyond a reasonable
doubt.
O'Connell cited studies
conducted in hospitals which
indicated that this type of system
would save money. "Overall,"
swnmarized O'Connell, "nofault costs less, people get paid
more, and attorneys get paid
less. "
Not surprisingly, the primary
obstacle to implementing nofault malpractice insurance is
expected to be political

opposition from attorneys.
Commenting on the amount of
political power wielded by trial
lawyers, O'Connell noted that
"they are a one-issue interest
group: no changes in the civil
tort system. "
In assessing the future of nofault malpractice insurance ,
O'Connell offered two possible
scenarios. TIle first, and most
likely, outcome is that Clinton
will yield to the political power
of trial lawyers and exempt the
existing medical malpractice
system from health care reform.
The second possibility is that
other changes in health care will
hurt health care providers so
badly that in order to "make
[medical providers] squeal a
little less ," the Clinton
Administration will offer relief
on malpractice issues.
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Domestic loyalty needed to fight foreign protectionism
quality, American companies are driven out of the
marketplace. This allows the foreign comp.any to begin
By Rich Hricik and Brian Titus
selling at a profit with an undeservedly high market
share as once businesses are driven from a market they
The American economy and the value of our cur- are not likely or able to return.
rency in the world marketplace is based on our ability to
This is not a union issue. Both union and non-wlion
create and retain wealth. America's strength depends labor as well as management agree that the loss of
upon her ability to manufacture goods. As businesses market share and product sales to foreign competitors
fail and factories close, so too goes the ability of results in economic hardship. As the "fascist twins"
Americans to eam a living. Manufacturing jobs are the correctly point out, American workers are neither lazy
life blood ofthe middle class and are the backbone to the nor inefficient as their productivity is tops in the world.
entire American economy.
They ascribe America's competitiveness problem to
Let's take a look at some everyday products; the "govenmlent and wlion interference" and "bloated
VCR and the compact disc. These two products have corporate bureaucracies," but the real problem is an
revolutionized the electronics industry. Although both uneven playing field, giving foreign competitors a
were invented by Americans, curiously neither product distinct advantage.
is currently manufactured in the United States. Simi- .
Short of lobbying Congress to implement trade
larly, products once produced in America such as steel, barriers or subsidize industry, there is very little the
microchips, televisions and, to some extent, the auto- American conswner can do to protect American jobs.
mobile are now increasingly manufactured overseas.
There is however one simple act that each of us can do
How has this happened? Foreign companies (most every time we purchase a good; BUY AMERICAN!
notably the Japanese) enjoy the benefits of a protected
We have become a nation that perceives foreign
home market, govenunent supported industry and a made goods to be a better quality then that produced in
loyal conswner group. These factors allow Japanese America. For example, two identical cars manufactured
companies to maintain an artificially high price on in the same facility, one bearing a Japanese nameplate
goods in their country which along with govenmlent and one bearing an American nameplate are sold throughsubsidies allow the Japanese to "dwnp " their goods. out the U.S. Remarkably, the "Japanese" car far
Eventually, not as a result of inefficiency or poor outsells the "American " model. Moreover, fewer

defects are reported on the "Japanese" car despite the
fact that they are built by the same hands, at the same
time as the "Ameri can" counterpart.
This example clearly indicates that American manufacturers' products are not given a' chance in our own
country. Certainly there are instances where foreign
products are significantly higher in quality or lower in
price than the American altemative. In these cases buy
the foreign good. However, loyalty to American goods
is imperative when the goods are comparable in quality
and price. Additionally, when the comparative quality
is unknown, the American products should be preferred.
There are other compelling reasons to buy American
products. We find it ironic that many of the same
conswners who are willing to pay a premiwn for" environmentally friendly" products are not equally concemed with the discriminatory and exploitive hiring
practices of many foreign (especially third-world) companies. Purchase of many ofthese foreign companies'
products supports child labor, sweat shop working
conditions, and unfair hiring practices.
The long tenn solution must be the protection of our
domestic industry by allowing them equal access to
foreign markets. Furthermore, foreign companies operating in the U.S. must be held to the same set of rules as
American companies, such as no product dwnping. We
all agree that protectionism is not the answer, however
buying American is a partial solution.

US companies need quality competition, not coddling
mills of the East, gray-pinstripe whining can be heard
from those who are unable to compete in the world
By Bill Wilder and Jay Dugger
market. If these companies wish American conswners
to buy their goods their answer is simple: PRODUCE
Now that Bill Clinton is president, his belly-aching A QUALITY PRODUCT AT A COMPETITIVE
Big-Labor backers are awaiting the protectionism they PRICE! Any company unable to do this does not
could not obtain over the past 12 years. In addition to deserve to have its products purchased and has no right
this govenmlent led effort, which is coupled with in- to demand charity from the American people. If they
creased" contributions" imposed upon the citizens and really want a "change" (copyright Bill Clinton 1992businesses of this nation, these same people who think 96) they should fight for lowertaxes,less regulation and
of your pocketbook as theirs, demand a voluntary better production from both labor and management.
It should be clearly stated that American workers
sacrifice; that you buy American goods even ifthey are
inferior. Our advice to you is to buy the best product you lead the world in productivity and outPJroduce their
Japanese cowlterparts two to one. Our competitiveness
can buy. Anyone who acts differently is a fool.
Most people in this COWltry work very hard for the problem has nothing to do with our workers, it is a result
money they have. They don't get freebies from the of govenunental and wlion interference in addition to
govemment (alias your pocket). When these respect- bloated corporate bureaucracies. Most industries have
able citizens enter the marketplace they deserve the adapted to the changing economic realities and continue
fruits of their labor. There is no need for them to pay for to be competitive. They have not been shackled to an
the mistakes oftheir govenmlent in pandering to wlion- Ozzie and Harriet view of the American workplace,
ists, who care not about gaining a fair wage for Ameri- where high school graduates step out of their robes and
can workers but on getting as many benefits as they can into the middle class by way of the assembly line.
with the aid of govenunent. Unions are as much a Rather they understand that competitiveness demands a
business as any operation in America. They must streamlining of production to reduce waste and costs in
continue to bring in income in the fonn ofdues. This can order to oyercome the cheaper labor costs of our foreign
only be done by maintaining wlion shops and cOIl\'inc- competitors. Most importantly they wlderstand that
ing new workers to organize. Their shallow use of quality must be maintained at the highest levels to lessen
patriotism for their own ends is disingenuous at best. the ability of competitors to wldercut them simply on
Needless to say US conswners owe nothing to unions. price. It would be ridiculous to discourage this type of
But of course wlions are not alone in tlus " Buy business i111lovation and evolution which creates gro\\ th.
American " scam. The fingerprints of inefficient big jobs and more competitive industries. 1l1at is precisel y
businesses are everywhere to be found . From the plush what this " Buy A.merican" can1paign would do . It
Detroit offices of Ford and GM to the fossilized textile exalts the inefficient and the hidebound and tells the

creative that they needn't have bothered.
Messrs. Hricik and Titus hav.e no doubt played upon
the hearts of the reader by arguing that purchasing an
American made car over one made in the Pacific rim
will guarantee jobs in America. This view is exceedingly shortsighted at best. Charitable rewards for inefficient industries resulting from bad management and
govenmlent policy will be no panacea in the long term .
Some jobs may be saved in the short term but market
forces will have their day. Some American conswners
may be quick to charitably support a troubled industry
if this involves relatively small differences in price and
quality of product, but eventually these inefficient
industries will produce a product so inferior and/or
overpriced that even patriotic pleas will not save them .
Most people in this country believe they have already
"contributed" enough before they get their paycheck.
Protectionism, the siamese twin of " Buy Anlerican " campaigns, would be no more helpful. Only the
free exchange of goods on intemational markets guarantees that you will have the opportwUty to buy the best
products at the best pri es. This has long been a major
benefit that the American people have enjoyed that
others in the world have not. It should not be dis arded
to appease the admcates of third world economics who
can only guarantee lliis country a third world future .
Please remember when you go to the store tomorrow
and you look on the shelf you have a choice. If you buy
an American product and it is the best then you are truly
supporting American industries. Ifit isnot the best don ' t
purchase it. This singular choi e will guarantee you one
thing in tile future: ONL Y THE BEST FOR THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE.

"Crossfire" is an open forum for students to present views on controversial issues. Any student interested in writing on an issue for " Crossfire: ' should drop a note
willi his/her name, year and topic in the Amicus hanging file . It is not necessary fur a student interested in writing on one side of an issue to find a party to write the
opposing view. Although " Crossfire " topics are subject to editorial approval, opinions subnlitted will not be edited by the Amiclls staff. " Crossfire" subnlissions
",ill not be printed anonymously.
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Fetninism: Is it really such a socially unacceptable concept?
By Nicole Fradette
Many Americans of different ages, races, genders, and
backgrounds may appear, at first
glance, to have nothing in common. However, upon closer
examination, one can see that
they all share a basic beliefin the
equality of individuals and the
personal right to detennine one 's
own destiny. The basic philosophy they all share is feminism.
Feminism is about self-definitionand self-detennination. It
is the belief that all hwnan beings deserve the right to define
their role in society free from the
preconceived notions of others.
Feminism does not deny that
there are differences between
men and women, however, it
does challenge us to look beyond those differences and recognize that, at the core, we are
all human. The philosophy challenges inequality, the current
status quo, and people ' s behavior.
Over the past several years
feminism has taken a severe beating. Many have labeled it a
radical concept and branded its
followers subversive. Others
claim that it is about hating men.
It is none of these things. Femini m is, however, a personal and
political conviction as ancient
as the midwives of 16th century

Europe and yet as modem as the
National Women ' s Political
Caucus. Abigail Adams, John
Adams wife, was a feminist. She
cautioned her husband that "if
particular care and attention is
not paid to the ladies, we are
detennined to foment a rebellion and will not hold ourselves
bound by any laws in which we
have no voice or representation. "
Evidently, he was not listening,
but she and the women who followed her have continued challenging archaic stereotypes and
the status quo.
In the 19th century, feminists took a number of steps toward achieving equality for
women as they began to challenge women's role in society
and assert their right to selfdetennination. In 1848, at a
women ' s rights convention in
Seneca Falls, New York, more
than 200 women and approximately 40 men passed a historic
"declaration of independence"
supporting an end to sex discrimination and promoting
women'ssutfrage. Those present
included: Sojourner Truth, a
women born into slavery and a
tireless supporter of both the
abolitionist and women's suffrage movements; Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, the founders of the National Women ' s Suffrage Association; and Frederick Douglas,
the famous abolitionist and sup-

porter of women' s suffrage. In
Eleanor Roosevelt actively
many states women successfully participated in a number of sochallenged and won the repeal cial causes including civil rights,
of property laws which prohib- unemployment, and women and
ited married women from own- children ' s rights. Frances
ing property .
Elizabeth Perkins, the first female cabinet
Blackwell achieved another vic- member and F.D.R. ' s Secretary
tory for women's rights when, of Labor, improved the health,
with a great deal of courage and safety, and working conditions
detennination, she became the of American workers. Roosevelt
fust woman to graduate from and Perkins were a strong force
Medical School and obtain her behind such New Deal legislalicense despite the protests of tion as the Fair Labor Standards
the all male faculty at Geneva Act and Aid to Dependent ChilMedical College.
dren. They also played a large
In the early part of the 20th role in the establishment of the
century suffragists continued to Social Security program. Presifight for the right to vote. Fi- dent Franklin Delano Roosevelt ,
nally, on August 26, 1920, 144 a supporter of women's rights,
years after Abigail Adams had appointed Florence Allen to be
urged her husband to remember the first women to serve on the
the women of America, women United States Circuit Court of
were guaranteed the right to vote Appeals.
with the ratification of the 19th
The women's movement is
Amendment. Women enthusi- responsible for rape crisis cenastically exercised their right to ters, shelters for abused women
vote and continued working for and children, and women 's
political and social reform. health clinics. Feminists have
Women actively participated in fought for improved enforcethe labor movement, striking for ment of child support payments,
safer working conditions and tax credits for child care exbetter wages. Many of the young penses, pre-natal and post-natal
women who called attention to care, and early childhood educathe horrible inhumane working tion. The passage of Title IX of
conditions of factory workers the Higher Education Act enlater perished in the Triangle couraged the growth in women's
Factory fire . Margaret Sanger, athletics. Further, women now
the founder of Planned Parent- represent approximately 40 perhood , brought the issue of re- cent of all law graduates nationsponsible famil y platming to the wide, an increase from 5.4 percent in 1970.
fore .

In spite of the progress of the
past 200 years, women still have
a long way to go on the road to
eqUality. Today, women still
earn less than men, with estimates ranging from 59 to 70
cents on the dollar. The glass
ceiling continues to persist and
women remain (with a few exceptions) wuepresented in the
corporate board room. Violence
against women is on the rise.
Single mothers and their children continue to be atnong the
poorest in our society. Women
continue to face sexual harassment in the office , on the street,
and even in the court room. In
some states it is legal to rape
your wife . Some women, like
the women at American
Cynamid, have been forced to
choose between sterilization or
their jobs.
It is essential as we move
toward the 21 st century that we
do not forget , nor take for
granted, the achievements and
sacrifices of the past. Further,
we must continue to work to
attain the goal of equality for
women and avoid the temptationofcomplacency. Feminism
always has and always will continue to attract a diverse group of
followers. It is imperative that
we refrain from emphasizing and
exaggerating our differences, for

See WOMYN, page 16

It's a MAD World

Advertisements continue the commodification of women
By M.A. DONALD
A recent TV commercial for some
personal hygiene product or another ends
wi th the following scene; ... Cut to:
Woman, hanging over Man ' s shoulder;
Voice Over: "Yeah, but do you have any
proofthatitworks?,' Man: "Proof'? (pointing), She's all the proof I need!"
This message is subtly different from
the usual sell with sex pitch cluttering up
the electronic and mental airwaves. In its
extreme , this classic method is exemplified by the ad for breath mints or deodorant or something, that has the woman in
the bar going around to all the men who,
because they smell bad, are depicted as
monsters. When the man finally wises up
and uses the magical tooth polish/nose
hair remover, in a fantastic flash, he is
converted from a hideous beast into a
male model, certain to get the girl.
The underlying message in the classic
approach is, of course, that use of the
product will make the user more appeal-

ing to the opposite sex. Such an approach
is as old as advertising itself.
The difference between the two commercials, however subtle, is in what they
say about women. The classic approach
says nothing directly about the target of
the attraction, it suggests that men might
do a little something here or there to
spruce themselves up. Although guilty of
implicitly oversimplifying the process of
attraction , and perhaps the target gender
in the process, these ads are generally not
as offensive as the "proof' ad.
The "proof ' ad goes beyond flippant
oversimplification and proceeds directly
to the commodification of the woman.
Here, the woman is the payoff, like a
BMW ad touting another status symbol
as reward for success. The notion of
woman as a commodity weaves among
the many roots still fastening sexual inequality to our social fabric.
The idea of treating women as commodities is an old one. There being three

things which are certain; death, taxes,
and mother; Caveman Unk, (who had
evolved stronger) kept close watch on his
valuable baby machine, along with the
rest of the livestock in the cave. Soon
Unk tired of physical combat, atld developed elaborate social schemes to maintain the commodity value of his property.
In the middle ages, Sir Unk, having
learned what property was, decided that
this description fit women quite well.
Soon after the middle ages came the
1900 ' sand Unk had to come up with new
ways to protect his commodity, so Unk
downloaded religion, and "family values" to help make sure that women did
not view themselves, and others did not
view them, as reallypeople, but more like
domestic robots similar to the one owned
by the Jetsons.
Enter the days ofexcess and notice the
phenomena of the much younger "trophy wife," and the curious way that
posters intended for young men feature

not only an exotic automobile, but also a
bikini clad exotic womatl...the trophies
of success, items, propert y. Now the
commodified woman is overtly held forth
as the trophy for having eliminated some
personal odor, a new low.
Much of the world of visual advertising has moved beyond even the
commodification ofthe woman as a person to the commodification of various
body parts. Many is the T V or magazine
ad where the head is not shown. Women
are reduced to a collection ofparts.to hel p
sell products: Breasts, legs, mouth, thighs,
hands, rear ends, etc. Brains need not
apply.
Maybe advertising is not the most
accurate of social barometers, but the
general and ongoing failure to honestly
address issues of gender equality, as well
as the inher~ntly anti-female undercurrent of recent events such as "nannygate" seem to indicate that the new ads
aren't that far off.
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Ask Anita Free Body Diagram
Libido

By Jeff Regner

Dear Anita,
I was a willful and happy
participant in the recent dinner
date auction (you know, charity
and all). But I got bought by
some real loser for an obscene
amount. Remembering your
advice in the last column, I felt
guilty and in the spirit of
charity, I slept with him. Now
he is constantly following me
around, hounding me for
another date and night of
"passion under the stars," and
generally embarrassing me.
Help.
-Charitable Compulsion
Dear Ignorant Slut,
Perhaps you misread my last
letter. While I did suggest for
our desperate friend to pry on the
sensibilities of his " date" with
guilt, you took the principle of
getting what you paid for entirely
too far. The suggestion that you
should deliver to the highest
bidder was one of inference only-I didn 't say you had to sleep
with him. Where was that arsenal
of excuses us women are so
known for? I'm sorry I can't
help you further, but, pardon the
expression, y.ou made your bed,
now lie in it.
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Dear Anita,
Thanks so much forthe past
advice. I hit the bank account,
tapped the loans, talked to Dad
and bid until I heard, "sold."
Your advice worked like a
charm. By the way, my face
seems to have cleared up a bit.
--No Longer Desperate
Dear Laid,
You're welcome. By the
way, how was the champagne
cruise?
Dear Anita,
Here's the problem: I
wanted to buy someone at the

date auction and was
successful. In my zeal (and
alcohol), however, I accidently
bid and bought another as well.
Now I have two dates with two
people who I really don' t know
that well. Since I sobered up
and took a look at what's left of
my bank account, I'm afraid I
wasted all this money fo r
nothing. What do I Do?
-Torn between two
Dear Once Smittenffwice He
Buyed,
I guess at first to the ordinary,
red-blooded American male, two
dates wouldn 't pose much of a

dilemma. You, however, are
obviously a different case. I
must admit that I have yet to hear
such sour grapes from someone
with two wonderfully exciting
dates (Come on, admit you didn't
always want movies from Band
Box). You could try selling one
or both of the dates, but apart
from Thursday ' s excitement-and unless they are as drunk as
you were--you may find the
market for used auctionee' s quite
like yo urself: depressed . I
suppose you could cancel the
date, but that seems cowardly
and premature. After all, you
never know what could happen;

see the letters above. Still, those
adjectives may perfectly
describe you . The best approach
would be go on the date. Seem
pathetic and broke. Whine about
how much she cost you. Call on
the depths of your Catholic guilt
and who knows where the night
may lead.
Dear Anita,
Someone who I really fear
and detest bought me.
What should I do?
-Help
Dear Screwed,
Read the above than dial 91 I.

Diary of an Auctionee: the true story of human chattel
By SUZANNE FITZGERALD
On Feb. 2 I learned that I made the
final cut and would be sold as chattel at
the PSF DiJll1er Date Auction. Proud that
my education in etiquette and grooming
had paid off, I then realized that the road
before me was the toughest yet. I began
a rigorous diet and exercise program-read Laffy Taffy and co-rec hoops--with
the big night just three weeks away.
During this period, there were times
when I felt frustrated , depressed and
completely objectified . Atthese moments
of despair, I would tum to my psychic
reader, Jean Dixon , for support. She
reminded me that it was all in the name of
charity and that if! didn 't go through with
the auction, my life would be filled with
tonnent and agony. I guess she forgot
that I' m already in law school.
Match Day was one such low point. I
was bitterly disappointed to discover that
I was packaged with a Domino's pizza
and two video rentals. Not only was the
meal less than inspirational, the thought
of being trapped in front of a VCR, alone
with an ullkI10V,,11 purchaser, sent chills
upm yspille. I'd have preferred an evening
of Russian Roulette.
Nonetheless, I dutifully prepared for
the upcoming evening. Relying on history,
I dOl1l1ed the same style dress worn by
Heather Sue Ramsey at last year's event.
I know, I know; same recipe, different
ingredients.

Unfortunately, my roommate , Laura
" LV." Livaccari, was not home to zip
me up. I was forced to resort to the tried
and true coat hanger method.
I received se veral last-minute phone
calls from well-wishers. Perhaps the
most disturbing call came from my father.
who seizes upon any opportunity to marry
me off. Not quite wlderstanding the
fonnat of the auction, he urged me to go
at any price. My mother could not come
to the phone as she was busy packing
china into 111 y hope chest.
One of the most pleasant aspects of
Dinner Date was bonding with the other
in ebriated au tionees . We fonned
friendships that could last a lifetime, or at
least an e\"ening.
One example of the camaraderie
among us was the good-natured groping
occurring as the night progressed. Matt
Holloran really set the tone by doing his
best proctologist imitation just before I
went on stage. This put an extra spring in
m y step as I trotted quickly away from
Matt and up to the block.
I also received a vision-blurring good
lu ck kiss from fellow chattel Jay
Hambrick. I frantically cleaned my
glasses en route to the stage.
I never would have anticipated the
events that ensued- airline fare wars pale
in comparison. When I reached the
platform and looked out into the sea of
faces, two bidders stood out as particularly

detennined. One , Dave Pinkowitz, was a
relative unknown. I recognized the second
as Chris Knopp ofPaut's Deli infamy.
Knopp's experience was the deciding
factor as he prevailed. When I stepped

out of the spotlight, I felt Jightheaded
from all the excitement ... I mean beer.
All inall,the evening was a great success,
and I can only hope for such flattery in the
bidding wars at next year' s auction.

Clash of the Titans
COlltestants:
Academic Status:
Height:
College:
Nickname :

Chris Knopp
3L
5'9"
Boston College
Sloppy Knoppy

Finances:

Loans, the Mimosa
Mongrels & to Fitz's
Irish Catholic f2ther
Gave up beer for Lent

Dave Piniwwitz
Lowly IL

5'4"
The University
PinkielPink-o
PinkeyelPink Panther
Heir apparentto the" Pink
Pet" Eraser Fortune

Doesn't ha,e to give up
give up anything for Lent
Saw her during her photo
Basis oilnterest in Fit=: Thought her rhinestone
shoot, wearing only a
necklace was real
blonde wig and a tattoo
Inspirational Moment: When Fitz compared her Ditto
ideal date with a Timex ...
takes a licking and keeps
on ticking.
Thought he could pay v..'ith
Reason lor High Bidding: Wanted the elusive
leftover Casino Night bills
thrill of choosing the
pizza topping
" Buying Citation Aid last
1st Post-Bidding Words: ''I'm only in for $100"
week left me short on cash.
MyB memo is due Friday,
so I w6uldn'thavehad time
to go out anyway. "
SBA President (heard of
Clear TV reception for
Future Ambitions:
Fitz's politico fetish)
j
all 63 NCAA games

Redeeming Quality:
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by Bob Dickinson
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Life After Law School

Real life practice of law in a nutshell: Not a pretty cite
By DAVID ZIEMER
market in the rest, either. TIus is, after all,
Midwestern COITespolldelll
the United States of America, and the
I've decided to try to write something open society isofficially dead. Defending
I tlunk might actually be marginally useful constitutional rights in this country is the
to law students. Ifit turns out not to be, equivalent of designing marble temples
sorry, I tried. Regardless, I'm going to with colwnns in the Dark Ages (oops, I
write you a guide to the principles that forgotthat using the phrase " Dark Ages"
underlie various fields oflaw. Should the involves an implication that somehow, a
economy ever improve and you have particular time and culture is capable of
options of what to do in life, I hope this being inferior to any other).
guide may be of assistance to you in
Environmental Law: "Look at
selecting a field . I know I never learned privatepropertyontherun,inthe 1990s."
Criminal Law: "Man is conceived
the following information in law school.
So, here it is, law in as smaJ1 a nutshell as in sin, and born in filth; and he passes
1 can find:
from the stink of the didy to the stench of
Property Law: If the law was good the shroud. There's always something."
enough for gram paw, it's good enough --from All the King 's Men, by Robert
for me. (OK, I lied. I figured this one out Penn Warren. This is the basic governing
my first week as a I L, but I just had to say attitude of jurors. They really don't care
it) .
if the acts fit the charges. With such an
Constitutional Law: There are really attitude, it's not that tough to return a
two fields within constitutional law: the guilty verdict.
intellectuallysterile, because zealots have
Tort Law: If somebody has
debased the issues to the point that no hemorrhoids , they'll buy medicine.
reasonable person discusses them any Anybody can sue anybody for anything
longer, much less attempts to make a in tort, and survive amotion for summary
li vin g off them ; and th e rest. judgment. Therefore, if you 're a big
Unfortunately, there 's not much of a enough pain in somebody's ass, they' ll

pay you to just go away.
FamilyLaw: Alargeenoughretainer
will buy a lot of aspirin andlor ibuprofen
(don ' tnecessarily rule out opiwn, or even
that heroin/incense mixture you can get
at Dead shows, though). If you get in this
racket, you'll need it. Otherwise, if the
money isn't huge, who in hell really cares
whogetscustodyofabunchofscreaming
monkeys people call their beloved
children.
Veterans Law: The two largest
groups of people who oppose national
health insurance are veterans, and
attorneys representing veterans who have
been chopped up like hamburger in the
butcher shops called veterans' hospitals.
Think about it.
Insurance Law: I don't know about
the rest of the country, but as far as
insurance companies go, Wisconsin is to
Chicago what Connecticut is to New
York City. Accordingly, our legislators
are quite well cared for. "Judgment for
ABC InsuranceCompanyaffmned, " isa
common ending to our judicial opinions.
(Note: any implications that the
Wisconsin legislature is beholden to

special interests, such as the insutance
industry, is entirely accidental and
urlintended.)
Landlord-Tenant Law: What's one
more homeless family?
Employment Law: No union; no
written contract. Are you familiar with
the expression, "shitoutofIuck?" Good,
then you fully understand each and every
legal right of the vast majority of
employees in this lovely country.
There you have real-life practical law
in a nutshell. It's not as pretty as some of
the nonexistent principles one learns in
law school, like due process requires, at
a minimum, notice and the opportunity to
be heard. However, no intelligent person
ever claimed that law was supposed to be
based upon principles of justice. Rather,
I can pretty safely say that law evolved as
a justification for, and orderly means of,
carrying out bloodless extortion. But
now I'm sliding into the historicist drivel
put forth by the likes of Locke or the
critical legal studies idiots. Accordingly,
I shall bid you farewell until next issue,
and offer my hope that the foregoing
essay will prove useful to somebody.

Collect them all! This week: Hot Dates ofMarshall- Wythe!

More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards
~:=:=~~~~~~~~~

...

Suzanne FitzGerald ($165)

Mark Capron ($1 30)

Jacalyn Scott &
Karen Hale ($150)

Susan Sieger ($130)
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=== News

of the Weird == /

.By BILL MADIGAN
PISS POOR JUDGEMENT . .
. The Illinois Supreme Court
reinstated a $1 .5 million verdict
against the Chicago Transit Authority in a 1977 wrongful death
suit. The family of Korean immigrant SangYeul Lee had sued
CTA for inadequate warnings
after Sang, who was drunk, was
electrocuted as he urinated on
the electrified "third rail" .
(Daily Press).

HISBA~~WO~ETH~

HIS BITE . . . In New Haven,
Conn., a thief made off with 32
boxes of Monistat-7 fr-om the
Old Saybrook Stop & Shop after
telling a security guard that he
was infected witll HIV and threatening to bite the guard. (New
Haven Register).
EVOLUTION REVOLUTION . .. In Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, a huge orangutan
grabbed a startled French tourist
in a Borneo park, pulled off his
pants, shirt and underwear and
fled to the woods with the
clothes, leaving the tourist naked. (Washington Post).
NEXT STOP: THE PEARLY
GATES . .. Dong Huibo, 24,
died of injuries inflicted by one
of Shanghai ' s notoriously aggressive female bus conductors.
The incident began when Dong
took issue with the woman's description of his buttocks. She
swore at him, slapped his face,
and grabbed and kicked his testides. As he scrambled to a
window, the driver hit the accelerator, hurling Dongtothe street,
where he died. (Daily Press).
THE MISSIONARY POSITION . .. Pairs of Christian
missionaries have started visiting some of Amsterdam's prostitutes in their canal-side windows. One trims and paints the
women 's nails while the other
talks about faith and prays.
(Washington Post).
COCKFIGHTING STILL

ILLEGAL ... ThoronLaneand
five other men were interrogated
upon suspicion ofmaking satanic
sacrific~safterpolice found them
dancing naked around a fire in
the Tucson, Az. , Mountains.
Lane, 52, is a group leader ofthe
Wildman Movement, in which
he leads groups of men in
traditional male rituals such as
drumming, chanting , nude
dancing and camping out while,
Lane says, " they search for their
ma~M~." Hesa%tlregroop
was doing just that when three
male
police
officers,
accompanied by female Town
Attorney Kirk Cookson
. questioned the naked men for
two hours. Lane said the arresting
officers disturbed "a spiritual
thing" ofthe five men--and also
disturbed his long-range
marketing plan. " Someofthese
men were scared to death, " said
Lane. "I can tell you for sure
some of these men will never
participate again."
The
Wildman Movement leader also
said Cookson should have stayed
in the police cruiser during the
interrogation. He asked for her
resignation and annowlced his
intent to file a complaint against
her with the Arizona Bar
Association.' ' She looked at our
naked bodies," said Lane. "We
wereashamedasmen." (Student
Lawy elJ.
SUBSTANTIAL PENALTIES
FOR
EARLY
WITHDRA WAL . .. An attempt to
rob the Household Federal Savings Bank in Reston, Virginia
ended when a teller, after reading the robber's holdup note,
reached across the counter and
punched the man in the face.
TIle man quickly fled the building. (Daily Press).
TAKINGTHEBULLBYTHE
In Starkville, Miss.,
Mississippi State's football
coach allowed a bull to be
castrated ill front of his team
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Top Ten Lines Heard at PSF's Dinner Date Auction
10) "I hear you won best-oralist at your moot court competition. "
9) "What do you mean, 'sex isn't included in the date?'"
8) "That will cost you a hell of a lot more than $130, buster!"
7) "Testimonials?!!? What is this, an endorsement ofmail order brides?"
·6)" Would you mind putting your shirt back on?"
5) "Why pay for it when he/she gives it away?"
4) "Please don ' t put my photo on the front page of the Amicus."
3) "I paid my dough, now where's my show?"
2) "So, how do feel about children?"
1 ) ' 'This gives a whole new meaning to "Charity Date."

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
before a victory over the Texas
Longhorns. He described it as
aneducationalandmotivational
experience. (Washington Post).
SOME GRATITUDE . . .
Before January, golfers at the
Hunting & Equestrian Club in
Kuwait thought their problems
werelirnitedtoputtingonsand
and avoiding the thoroughbreds
the ruling Al-Saball family raced
around the course. But new
troubles developed when the
golfers lost the back six holes of
the 18-hole course to eight U.S.
Army Patriot missile launchers.
"I know national security is a
priority, but this is another form
of invasion," grumbled Walid
Al-Tailji, a 30-year-old Kuwaiti
who becarne a golfaficionado at
the University of Oregon. The
mostly expatriate golfers, who
call their greens "browns"
because they consist of oilsoaked sand, worried abouttheir
tournament schedule. And would
the missiles affect their swing?
"If they go off it would," said
Peter Harris, a banker from
Nottingham, Eng.
(Daily
Press).
DR FLYKENSTEIN . . . Sheila
Coslett, a homemaker in
Frankston, Tex., claims she has
discovered a way to resuscitate
drowned houseflies. "I ' m a
grown woman in my 40s, and I
wouldn 't make this up," she
says, adding that she has high
hopes that the teclmique she's

practiced on more than 20
houseflies
has
wider
implications .
Here's the
technique: First, catch a fly .
Then,drownthefly. " Best thing
we've found is a Coke bottle,
because he'll sink,' 'she advises.
Last, she says, " bury this thing
completely in salt. " After a few

minutes in ordinary table salt,
she says, the fly comes back to
life. "Of course , we don't want
to bring flies back to life,"
Coslett says. ''I'mnotthatstupid
. . . But, if nothing else, it will
certainly teach scientists about
fly properties they did not know
about." (DaJlasMoming News) .
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I A wave of sheer delight I
I swept through the crowd as I
the MC revealed that Susan I
would be the next date to I
gracethe illuminated stage. I
The transparent double I
entendres in Susan's bioand I

I Not to be out done by the I
I recently released Sports I
I Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, I
I this dynamic-duo paraded I
I their bikini-clad bodies I
I across the stage with flair. I
I They both noted that I

I The bidding obviously I
I was unrelated to Mark's I
I taste in fashion, as he went I
I for a very high price.
I
I Mark states the reason I
I he wore a sleeveless T was I
I to show off his Hulk Hogan I

I It seems Suzanne's price I
I could have been much
I higher, had the anonymous
I telephone bidder from
I Cleveland (Rich Brooks)
I been allowed to participate.
I He said he would pay any

her playful, peekaboo stYle:
exposed her true self, and
allowed the crowd to see:
through to the person I
I
beneath the skin.

: " Those SI women are:
wimps! They only bare their
: bodies in tropical locales.:
I We posed while it was I
I snowing."
I

: like arms. Answering critics: : price just to get herto talk to
of his casual attire, Mark
him.
: said "Hey this is formal. It'S: : Joe Cartee was visibly
I an Italian tuxedo. Anditwas I I upset about being outbid.
I clean too. Look at these 22 I I " Do~'t any perqs come with
I inch pythons, baby"
I I this office?" he asked.

I I
I
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Glutton for punishment

Robo C.HI.C. won't face Riddick; Swordsman draws blood
By ALAN DUCKWORTH
One of the questions I was
frequently asked during this past
week was' 'When are you going
to get back to Kroner-bashing?"
Apparently this is an even more
popular pastime at M-W than I
had thought. My response is that
I am trying to get awa from the
personal atta ks in my column
and concentrate on the movies.
Be ause of that goal I v..ill not
question Kevin ' s intelligen e,
ability , height, character,
integrity and personality. I will
also not mention that Kevin spent
over $200 to get the first two
dates of his life. I refuse to
discuss these things here.
Instead
I will use m y
investigative talents to try to
guess what our teachers will be
doing over spring break. My
sources tell me that Professor
Butler will be trying to discern
who " Submissive " was .
Professor Alces is trying out to
be the fifth starter for the Orioles.
I personally think that he is overestimating his ability; he would
be a much better middl e reliever.
But enough with this junk, on
with the movies.
Robo CB.I.C: Folks, I have a
special challenge column for
you. This column is for all the
marbles,theABBM(Alan'sBeer
and Bad Movie) Heavyweight

title . In this corner, we have the
reigning champion, weighing in
at 87 inane minutes \vith a record
24 beers, Barbarian Queen II:
The Empress Strikes Back. In
the other corner, weighing in at
a hefty I hour and 43 mindnwnbing minutes we have the
challenger, Robo CHI. C I
never thought I would find a
movie that could contend with
Barbarian Queen II; that movie
always struck me as the
heavyweight nightmare, easily
one of the worst movies of all
time. But wehaveaclose contest
here . So lets start with ROlmd
One.
Round One - The Titles:
Barbarian Queen ll: Th e
Empress Strikes Back is one of
the more imaginative titles out
there. Against most movies, it
would have the edge. However,
Robo CHI. C (which stands for
Computerized
Humanoid
Intelligence Clone) tops it
slightly. Add the video box
statement , " Part Cop, Part
Machine ALL WOMAN. She
always gets her man," and you
have a clear winner in Round
One. Score: Robo CHI. C 3
beers and BQII 1 beer.
Round Two - The Plot: This
round should be very good to the
champion. Its plot is just basic
fantasy-adventure crap. Then

again, the challenger is just a a former Playmate. In this movie, Alexander the Great.
sexist Robocop rip-off. Both she is also the associate producer.
Barret gets involved in a
movies make my head hurt just That is a hell of a body blow event called' 'The Play" which
thinking about them. But Robo right there. But BQII fires back is a duel to the death between
CHI. C is longer so it wins a with major continuity problems. swordsmen. It turns out that the
close round. Score : Robo
The judge has made his lead bad guy, Stratos, is
CHI.C 5 beers, BQ112 beers. decision. Robo CHI. C gets 22 Alexander reincarnated ; he
Round Three - The Acting: So beers. But the winner, and still wants to kill the reincarnation of
far the challenger has been champion, with a newly his cousin, Heradratus, who
pushing the champion around, increased 25 beers, is Barbarian killed Alexander's parents.
building a three beer lead. But Queen II: The Empress Strikes Guess who is Heradratus? That's
the champion's fighting back. Back. My basic recommendation right, Andrew. Tlle plot holds
Both lead actresses are equally is to stay away from them both. together better in the movie than
awful, but, in Robo CHI.C, the But, if you lost a bet and must in this summary.
lead actress is an emotionless watch one, Robo C HI. C is the
Tile cast has only one name
robot; it works. TIus gives a big superior movie . I will continue performer. Lorenzo Lamas plays
advantage and the round toBQ1/. to look for another worthy Andrew . He brings all' the
Score: Robo CHI.C [2 beers contender to the champion 's title. emotional range of Eric Estrada
and BQII I3 beers.
The Swordsmall : Finding a to the screen. Michael Champion
Round Four - The Action: movie worthy ofbeing reviewed plays Stratos. Normally, I have
Anyone who remembers my frrst with Robo CHI.C is not an a preference for the villains, but
column (which I had to look up easy task. Unfortunately, I this guy is so confused that even
myself), will recall that I said failed , but not by much. The I can't stand him.
that BQII had the worst Swordsman is an actionThe plot, which I liked, is
choreographed fi ght scenes I bad adventure-cop-fantasy movie. thrown together with sloppy
ever seen. That still stands. Now that's a mouthful. This edits, which I did not like. Hazy
However, Robo CHI. C is not movie gets lots of points for flashbacks and dreams are the
far behind. When she started creativity and no points for model for the day. I really
blocking bullets with her hands, execution.
wonder what this movie might
I really wanted to turn this movie
The hero of the movie is have been with another director
off. Only my dedication to my Detective Andrew Barret. Barret and different stars. But I'm
fans forced me to continue. is having strange dreams and reviewing what the movie is and
Score--with one round to go: exhibiting psychic powers. He not what it might be. This movie
B QII20 beers and Robo CHI. C
is also a champion fencer and is si an adequate way to waste an
18 beers.
investigating the theft of, evening instead of--god forbid-Round Five - The Intangibles: coincidentall y, a priceless sword. studying. But there are much
Robo CHI. C gets several points This sword is supposedly blessed better choices. I give it 14 beers.
here. The star, Kathy Shower, is by Apollo and once owned by See you at the video stores.

Victoria's Fire offers hearty bistro fare and deadly desserts
By SUZANNE McGR'\TH
Last Saturday, two friends and I broke
Williamsburg tradition and tried something new: Lunch at Victoria's Fire in
the Festival Marketplace on Route 60,
across from the Kingsmill shops. Formerly Victoria's Bistro, specializing in
pastry and light lunches, the restaurant
has reopened , offering an expanded lunch
menu as well as dinner.
Ironically, while Victoria's has
dropped " Bistro" from its name, it is
more a bistro than before.
An
unpretentious inviting atmosphere pervades the single dining room . Small
wooden tables and painted chairs are
scattered about the octagonal room. Tall
windows and a high ceiling create a
bright, airy atmosphere in the daytime.
In the evening, lWlcheon place mats are
rep [aced with white tablecloths and cloth
napkins and glass lamps are placed on
each table for a more intimate effect.
The food. too, has the hearty, fresh
quality characteristic ofbistro fare. While
an Italian style is suggested by the sundried
tomatoes. artichokes, cheese and hearty

breads that dominate the menu, dishes
with a Cajun or Mexican flare add variety. Tlle overall appeal of the cuisine is
in its creativity and innovation. Each
dish offers a variety of assertive flavors
and textures. However, while the combination of ingredients is original, it is not
so unusual as to be trendy.
Victoria' s Iunch menu offers a variety
ofsou ps and salads, "fantasy flat breads" ,
sandwiches and entrees. Many of the
luncheon entrees are offered again in the
evening as flrst courses for an expensive
selection ofdinner entrees, including lobster, venison and veal.
The white chicken chile, made with
chicken and white beans rather than the
typical red meat and beans, typifies the
flavorful, satisfying quality of Victoria ' s
fare. The dish was thick and hearty with
cubed vegetables to accompany the
c1ucken and beans. It was well seasoned,
slightly smokey and spicy, though not too
hot. The plate was also attractively garnished with sour cream, shredded cheese
and thin strips of fried blue corn tortilla.
The flatbreads are similar in appear-

ance to pizza. Ours featured spinach,
artichoke hearts and feta cheese and reminded us more of an open-faced vegetable sandwich than pizza, because the
toppings were merely placed on a prebaked flatbread , then warmed slightly.
My friends opined that they would have
preferred it hotter, yet, this way, it tasted
very fresh.
A popular lunch selection is the spinach and romaine salad with sundried
tomatoes, bleu cheese, spiced walnuts
and croutons. Like a caesar salad, it was
pre-dressed with just the right amount of
garlic-dijon dressing to be flavorful , not
soggy. The salad was delicious as well as
enormous--Illore than enough to share.
A veggie sandwich--the least expensive of the salld\viches at S4.95--combined dried tomatoes, artichoke hearts,
fresh spinach and watercress on wonderful homemade wheat bread. Although
tasty, the sandwich was almost overpowered by a generous amount of creamy
herbed cheese--deflnitely for cheese lovers only. Finally, we sampled a memorable entree of clams simmered in rich

broth and flavored with garlic, basil and
dried tomatoes. The half-dozen clams
were attractively arranged around a
mound of angel hair pasta and the whole
dish was lightly broiled to melt the large
shreds of parmesan garnish. Although
the pasta serving could have been slightly
more generous, it was probably adequate
for lunch, given that it was reasonably
priced at $5.95 .
A trip to Victoria' s is worthwhile just
for dessert. One of our favorites was the
chocolate mousse and ChambordjeUyroll
with raspberry coulis. The mousse was
very dark and velvety, providing a sharp
contrast to the sweet raspberry liqueur
and sauce. For hard-core chocolate fanatics, there's a decadent chocolate hazelnut torte, served warm with a strawberry and rhubarb compote--regrettably
referred to by my lunchmate as compost.
This was fudgey and brownie-like with a
shiny cracked top and moist, ahnost
moussey center. Although the compote

See FEED ME, page 19
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Falling Down, Crying Game "break the rules" for the better
By STEVEN YOUNGKIN
This week's movies seem to adhere to
the Burger King slogan, "Sometimes
you gotta break the rules."
The standard Hollywood rule is that
for a movie to be successful you have to
have the following elements: (I) a handsome leading man and beautiful leading
lady; (2) the predictable story line where
everything is black and white so the
audience doesn ' thave to think too much;
(3) emphasis on action or romance rather
than on character development (audiences tend to doze off during talking
scenes); and (4) safe situations that do not
attempt to challenge the audience in any
way. For the most part, movies follow
this fOffi1Ula.
Fortunately,Joel Schumacher and Neil
Jordan attempted to do something different-tell a story aJl)d worry about the movie
receipts later. And, more fortunate still ,
audiences are responding. They are telling Hollywood that the viewing public is
not as dwnb and simplistic as they think
it is.
To begin, Falling Down breaks the
rules with its unconventional story telling and characterization. Michael Douglas portrays a man who, on the hottest
day ofthe year ill Los Angeles, decides to
take his revenge on the world around him.
In the middle of a traffic jam, he turns off

his car, gets out. Inresponsetoastranger's
question of where he thinks he's going,
he responds "Home," and begins to walk
home to attend his daughter's birthday
party.
Along the way, he becomes increasingly violent in his reactions to situations
around him. His first encounter is with a
store clerk who charges him 85 cents for
a can of pop and refuses to give him
change for a dollar. Douglas busts up the
man's store with a baseball bat.
After two encounters with gang members, Douglas acquires an arsenal ofweaponry and goes on a rampage, attacking
people ranging from a neo-nazis to
WASPs. Meanwhile,adetective (Robert
Duvall), on his last day before retirement,
attempts to pursue him as reports of unrelated incidents, all involving Douglas,
are received by the police.
Joel Schwnacher (T1le Lost Boys,
Flatliners) chooses an unusual means of
telling this story. He combines elements
of the thriller and the dark comedy. The
scenes with Douglas begin with a sense
that this is what most ordinary citizens
would love to do if they weren't strapped
by conventional morals. His scenes have
a vicarious vigilante joy about them.
Duvall's scenes are filmed in a much
more serious and conventional manner.
Oddly, despite the tone of their respec-

tive scenes, each actor plays it com- ventionally. Jody (Forrest Whitaker) is a
pletely the opposite fashion-Douglas is Briitish soldier who is kidnapped by memquite serious while Duvall is jovial and bers of the IRA. They hold him hostage
lighthearted. Although the movie tends and tell him that if an IRA comrade is not
to drag a bit near the end, Schumacher released within three days they will shoot
keeps the audience's interest up through- him. Fergus (Stephen Rea), an IRA
member, is assigned to guard the soldier.
out.
Over the course of the three days,
The characterization is as unique as
the story teUing. Douglas is hardly the . Fergus and Jody become good friends
conventional leading man. His appear- and Fergus starts to realize that it's not in
ance is retro-50s style and his manner not his nature to do the things he's asked to do
that of a hero-he's more psychotic than by the IRA. At one point, when Jody
brave. Further, nearly all of his history is begins to realize that he's probably going
saved for the end ofthe film . Because we to die, he makes Fergus promise that after
know nothing about him, not even his Jody dies, Fergus will go to his girlfriend,
name, it's easy for us to root for him. Dil (Jaye Davidson), and tell that Jody's
Very SUbtly, though, he changes from a final thoughts were of her.
When IRA flllally instructs Fergus
hero to a villain. Eventually, he asks,
"I' m the bad guy?" and the audience is that he ' ll have to kill Jody the movie
as surprised as he is because we can see begins to move in surprising directions.
how something like this can happen to Jody does die, though not in a way exanyone if they decided to act on impulse. pected by anyone, and Fergus flees the
The movie is also helped by good IRA . He goes into hiding in England ,
performances all around. Douglas, in looks up Dil and starts to fall in love with
particular, is responsible for a large part her. It's best not to reveal more of the
of the film's success. Perhaps because movie because there are continuous, unthe role is more challenging, he gave his expected twists along the way.
best perfonnance since Wall Street. He
The movie is wonderful on all levels .
proves that a character doesn't have to be As I said before, the story plays out in
likeable in order to be interesting.
ways you could never expect. With most
An even more daring approach at
See B-KING, page 19
story telling is Neil Jordan's The Crying
Game. This movie starts out quite con-

It's Only Rock & Roll

Happy St. Pat's from the Clancys, Therapy?, & the W-boys
By PHIL NUGENT
It's time for the annual St.
Patrick ' s Day roundup of the
best music the Emerald Isle has
to offer. Having recently catalogued the newest, noble efforts
of U2, Sinead, and House of
Pain; finding nothing new from
My Bloody Valentine, the
Waterboys, or Van Morrison;
debating the demise of the
Pogues; waiting for the new album. from Hothouse Flowers;
and choosing not to review The
Very Best Of 111in Lizzy; we
therefore are forced to search
further afield . Indeed, for tradiand
tionalists
deconstructionalists alike, there
are new offerings from Eire, and
for the rest of you, there 's lots of
good Gaelic stuff from the past
few years just hanging out in
those music bins .
The Clancy Brothers and The
Dubliners , Irish Drinkillg
Songs: Granted, the Clancy
Brothers and the Dublillers were
never the type to proclaim that
all they needed were " three
chords, a red guitar, and the
truth," but here at Music Central we believe that there's room
for almost everybody under the
Big Tent of rock & roll. These
two groups of Irish folksingers
were quite popular in the 1960 ' s;
Columbia has compiled some of

their best songs of malt and
merriment onto this new release.
The Clancy Brothers dominate the album . Perfonning with
Tommy Makem, they sing 12 of
the 16 songs. They and the
Dubliners have a similar sound,
however, so attempts to distinguish them would be splitting
hairs. Even if the Dublillers
appeared as bad, bearded bohemians compared to the clean-cut
Clancys--in their matching
woolen sweaters-all these songs
have the comfortable feel of ditties you 'd hear in Chownings.
And that can be a good or bad
thing, depending on your mood.
Which is to say that if you 're
into the Celtic-American rap of
the House of Pain , and you 're
looking for a drinking buddy for
Fine Malt Lyrics, this is not the
one. On the other hand, the
tunes ofIrish Drinking Songs do
have more than a wee bit 0'
chann to them , and if you 're into
folk music, this albwn is more
thanjust a piece ofholiday hucksterism that's listenable only on
St. Patrick's Day.Best songs include the rousing classic, " Tim
Finnegan's Wake," the story of
which was made famous by
James Joyce. Other highlights
include "Whiskey In The Jar,"
" The Moonshiner," and "TIle
Juice Of TIle Barley." Not to be

overlooked are "Water Is Alright
In Tay [Tea]" and "Beer, Beer,
Beer." You get the idea.
I suppose it's exemplative of
today's politically correct climate that included in this collection of innocuous, good-natured
songs are album notes insisting,
worriedly, that although these
songs do glorify drink and drinking' it ismostl y tongue-in-cheek,
and that they are certainJy not to
be taken literally. Don 't try this
at home; stunts are performed by
professionals. Anyway, the album is a good time; but, please ,
do not drink and drive .
Therapy?, Nurse : I'd bet a
round ofGuiness that a lot more
of Ireland's unemployed babybusters are listening to lllerapy?
than to the Clancy Brothers,
which shows that all is not well
on the Emerald Isle . Just as the
Sex Pistols--fabricated though
they were--both exemplified and
exploited the resentments of
Britain's young and embittered
in the 1970's, Therapy? shows
that la plus ca cJuIllge, la plus ca
meme chose in Belfast.
Or is it Seattle? It's hard to
tell, because there ' s not much on
this album that hasn ' t been done
by one Nirvana or another from
the Capital of Grunge. Truckloads of guitar noise and bad
attitude mark Nurse, the second

American release from this trio,
foIJowing 199 I 's Caucasian P!>),chosis, a collection of previous
overseas releases. The trouble
with Therapy? is that they seem
to think that a catchy slogan and
some profanity (preferabl y combined) can make up for the lack
of a message or musical originality. Actually, Caucasian isa
more original and compelling
albwn than the new one, in which
they appear to throw out what
worked, including their sense of
humor. Maybe darker is in.
Maybe they just got lazy after
making the big leagues by getting that contract with A & M
Records. Regardless, after enduring Nurse's "Nausea" and
" Teethgrinder," things got a
better with " Disgracelands, "
but then deteriorated rapidly,
except for the interesting, downtempo "Gone." Of course, I've
never been a great metal fan.
But, I'll take Nevel7llind over
Ilrse, anyway. Beware of flan.nel-shirted noisemakers witJh
Irish accents.

The Best Of Van Morrison; The
Best Of The Waterboys: If the
Bad Boys from Belfast aren' t
exactly yourcupof(lrish Breakfast) tea there are a couple of
excellent compilations oftbe best
work from some true talent tha.t
shouldn't be overlooked. IwouJd

highJy recommend 1990's The
BeslofVanMorn'son foranyone
who hasn ' t already started their
collection of the Irish muse. Its
20 songs are obviously just a
starting point to the 30 or so
albumsbe'srecorded. The compilation goes back to the mid'60s, when Morrison recorded a
couple R&B albums with Them
(giving us "Gloria," "Baby
Please Don 't Go," and "Here
Comes the Night' '). It goes up
to 1989's Avalon Sunset, witll
"Have I Told You Lately" and
" Whenever God Shines His
Light. " In between, there ' sa lot
of sweet music.

The Best OfT1le Waterboys
is an introduction to one of the
best-kept secrets of Ireland . A
few years ago, theyweren'teven
selling out D.C.'s Constitution
Hall, although they have a devoted baseoffans fortheiroriginal blend of rock, Irish folk,
mysticism, and romanticism .
At times bombastic, at others
momments pensive, the
Waterboys were wounded, but
not mortally , when Karl
Wallinger left to form World
Party in the mid- ' 80s. The Best
Of is primarily drawn from This
Is The Sea and Fishennan's
Blues, SO you may want to skip
the ompilation and just get the
omplete library. It's worth it.
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CDinner
CDate

PlwtOj by

Andrea majciale and
J~mphitApj

"Where's that smell coming
from ?" asks 2L Lloyst Fletcher.

Jay Hambrick (2L) was so excited, he
couldn't keep his hands out of his pockets.

Bryan Bonner (3L) needed a stick tokeep away
admiring 3L fans Pam Hampton and Jacalyn Scott.

Can you spot 3L Jen
Rademacher's fashion
faux pas?

lL Serena Spencer's eyes weren't the only thing sparkling.

l\f-W's premier red head, Alisa
Lewis (3L) struts her stuff.

You can scrub your undies on 3L
Jimmy Entas' washboard stomach.

•
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new Facilities Management How does a President deal with to build something inappropriate

SULLY, from page 3
back and reflect on what I think
I want to do or how I want to do
it. I became President on the eve
of the 300th anniversary
celebration and the last phases
of this campaign for the Fourth
Century. At least I've been able
to meet the basic expectations of
people in those areas, without
much time to think about how
I' m going to do it. So, I guess
that ' s really about as much as I
can say at this point.
What are the plans on the
drawing board for expansion;
both on the level of the College
and the law school.
Well, there are no plans to
expand the law school...
But there are plans to
expand the physical facilities ...
Oh , you're talking about
buildings or enrollment?
Both, actually, and how the
two may play into each other.
You're aski ng a very hard
question here, that I have to gi ve
a very politic answer to. We,
obviously, are going to ha\"e, in
the next couple of years, a new
Ter entenary Hall right down
here on the Sunken Garden; a
renovated James Blair Hall; a

Facility out at Dillard Complex;
an exciting new laboratory over
at the school of Marine Science
down at Gloucester. Those are
all paid for from bond revenues.
Then, we have proposed, as
you know, a major expansion of
Swem library; a renovation and
expansion of the science
buildings on the new campus,
that's Small, Rogers,· and
Millington Halls. And, then,
after those , an expansion of the
law school's library and
classroom space. So, that's all
looking out over a period of six
to eight years. On what schedule
that happens. and whether or not
we can even get all that done in
this decade, I'm not sure, but it
totals up to about S46 million .
One of the stories we're
working on right now is the
building of the tennis court
facility out by the Grad
Complex.
It ' s
my
understanding that virtually
the entire bill is being footed
by one private donor [Mark
McCormack] . Comparing how
much we need $2 million
dollars in a tennis facility with
how much we need it applied
to the price tag of the law school
library expansion or Swem.

private donations he may not
feel are appropriate.
If you don't think they are
appropriate, then you probably
wouldn't want to accept them,
but I don't think the tennis facility
an ywhere comes under the
heading" inappropriate. " Think
of it this way, William & Mary
hasa whole lot of needs. As long
s a donor is presented with a list
of the Colleges priorities and
chooses to pick something that
is on the list, but perhaps is not
my priority, you wouldn't want
to say "we're going to refuse
that money. Ifsomebodywanted

-
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WOMYN, from page 9
it is not whether you support
mandatory family leave, or
whether you are pro-choice or
pro-life that is important . . It is
whether or not you believe that,
as human beings, we are all equal.
The biggest threat to
women's equality is complacency. We must not rest on the
successes of the past , but must
instead continue to move forward, stri ving toward the goal of
equality and full participation
for all in our society . We cannot
rest until we achieve it.

VSl= WOWlA like ~o ~hemk the following bwsiness for ~heir generows
contribwtions to ~he Dinner Deite Awction. Vleeise help extenA owr
grei~aWAe b)l peitroniaing these eS~eibHshli1ents.
SMH Bar Review
BARIBRI Bar Review
Willianlsburg Bowl
Aberdeen Bam
The Bikesmith
The Coffeehouse
O'Callaghan's
Dynasty
Band Box
Kingsmill Golf Course
Williamsburg Winery

,

-

or
counter-productive,
obviously, you wouldn't wantto
accept that money. I think this
will be a good facility for both
our tennis program but also for
the community. Ithink it will be
a plus for the College. You
might think it might be better to
spend that money on the library,
but it isn't yo ur money to be
spent, so it just omes down to
that. People want to help William
& Mary in all kinds of different
ways, Ke\'in, and we want that
help . There will be somebody
who comes along who wants to
help \vith the library.

AMICUS
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The Jefferson Inn
Prince George's Cafe
The Virginia Symphony
Busch Gardens
Ristorante Primo
King' s Anns Tavem
The Polo Club
The Old Chickahominy House
Baja Bean Co.
WmsbgCrossingMovie Theater
Bassett's

The Comer Pocket
Hopsitality House
Domino's Pizza
BeITet's
Paul's Deli
Williamsburg Lodge
Shortstop Cafe
The Gazebo
The Trellis
Sal's Pizza
Wintergreen Ski Resort

an's

spirits & sports .
Come Enjoy Great Food and A G~reat Time At O'Callaghan's
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts,
And Watch Your Favorite Sports On Our 10 Foot TV Screen
20% Discount (excluding alcohol) with ID

Live Entertainment

'Nide Screen S}!orts

Every Thursday:

College basketball is in high gear!

Live ,",azz with

Come watch your favorite teams on
our Wide Screen TV.

~atur-al ~Iend

Every FJ;iday and Saturday:

Most Events Televised
Check local listings for game times

Live ~ands
Located at 4854 Longhill Rd, at the corner of Longhill and Oide Town Rds.
In the Oide Town Square Shopping Center 229-6910 or 229-6821

Open everyday from llam til2am
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Events Calendar
Friday, March 5
1616 Tipper Gore foreshadowed: Copernicus' De Revolutionibus censured.
1770 Boston Massacre
Deadline for application for Ferguson-Blair scholarships. Call Career Services.

Saturday, March 20
Barrister's Ball: Williamsburg Lodge, Tickets $25 each.
Women's GolfInvitational (tentative) vs. Dartmouth and Yale, Ford's Colony.
Concert Series: Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, PBK, 8: 15 p.m., $25.

Saturday, March 6
SPRING BREAK BEGINS!!!

Sunday, March 21
Earth Day
Dream: MLK Jr. begins march from Selma to Montgomery, 1965.
Concert Series: Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, PBK, 3 p.m., $25.
Music Festival: The Gallery Players, Buster Kester, director, Muscarelle Museum
of Art , 4 p.m. Mark Bernat, double bass and Margaret Ford, piano, Ewell Recital
Hall, 7 p.m. Debra Fong, violin, with Charles Woodward, piano, Ewell Recital
Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Monday, March 8
1917 U.S. invades Cuba for third time: no wonder they're paranoid.
Children ' s Concert: Williamsburg Symphonia, PBK, 10 a.m. Call 229-9857.
HACE general meeting : " Issues before the General Assembl y," CC, room E,
I p.m. Open to College community, membership not required .
Tuesday, March 9
Children's Concert: Williamsburg Symphonia, PBK, 10 and II : 15 a.m.
Wednesday, March 10
TercentenaryCupSeries: women 's gymnastics vs. Yale, W&MHall, 12:30p.m.
Sunday, March 14
E=MC2; Albert Einstien born, 1874 .
Deadline for applications for study abroad program in Australia.
Concert: The Williamsburg Symphonia Chamber Players, Muscarelle Museum,
8 p.m. Tickets required, call ext. 12700.
Monday, March 15
IDES OF MARCH
Checks & Balances: Julius Ceasar assassinated, 44 A.D. First reported conflict
between legislature and executive branch.
Musical Festival: William and Mary Percussion Ensemble, 7 p.m.; The Virginia
Symphony Brass Quintet, 8:30 p.m. Ewell Recital Hall.
Tuesday, M arch 16
M usical Festival: Marcia M. Koller, organist, 7 p.m.; Faculty String Trio, 8:30
p.m . W illiamsburg United Methodist Church, 514 Jamestown Rd.
Women ' s Studies Evening Forum: Discussion of rape and violence against
women, AVALON, Washington 201 , 7:30 p.m.
Lynn Redgrave starring in " Shakespeare for My Father: The Life and Times
of an Actor ' s Daughter," PBK, 8 p.m. Call ext. 13 269.
Wednesday, March 17
1906 President T eddy Roosevelt first uses term " muckrake." However, it was
not in reference to the Amiclls.
Co mm onHealth medical scr eening, Trinkle Hall, 7 a. m. to noon. Appointments
requ ired. Call ext. 12776.
Musical Festival: Reception: Guest of Honor, AnnaBelle Koenig Nimmo '45,
6: 15 p.m. Martha Connoll y, mezzo soprano, 7 p.m; Choral Program: The
Botetourt Chamber Singers, Frank T. Lendrim , director; Ebony Expressions
Gospe l Choir, Angela Hayes and Monica Johnson, co-directors. All events will be
held in Ewell Rectial Hall.
T hursday, Ma rch 18
Send in t he Clowns: Barnum & Bailey' s Greatest Show on Earth opens in
Madison Sqaure Garde. 188 I.
Town & G own L uncheo n: "Ying Roucheng, former minister of culture in
C hina, CC ballroom, 12:15 p.m .
Dutch Trea t: An exhibition closing event focusing on the " Golden Age of
Painting " exhibition, Muscarelle Museum, 5:30 to 7 p.m. Call ext. 12700.
M usic Festival: Thomas Marshall, harpischord, 7 p.m.; Faculty Jazz Quintet,
8:30 p.m. Both performances will be held in Ewell Recital Hall.
History of the College: " From War to War: The College, 1782- 1862," Ludwell
H. Jotmson III, professor of hi story emeritus, Washiugton 20 1,7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 19
Bugsy vind icated : _ evada legalizes gambling, 193 I.
Music Festival : " Beer Drinking Songs at William and Mary-The Early Years,"
7 p.m.; The David N. and Margaret C. Bottoms Professor Music Inaugural
Lecture: "The Early Blackface Minstrel and his Ritual World," Dale Crockrell
associate professor of music, 8: 30 p.m. Ewell Recital Hall.
'
SA Movies: " Bull Durham, " and "The Bodyguard," Trinkle Hall, 7 p.m.
Concert Series: Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, PBK, 8: 15 p.m., $25.

Monday, March 22
Music Festival: William and Mary Concert Band: "American Masterworks for
Band," Laura Rexroth, conductor; Ryan Fletcher, baritone; Carroll Hardy,
narrator, PBK, 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 23
1775 Patrick Henry asks for Liberty or Death: gets the former.
Music Festival: William and Mary Orchestra with Mary Eason Fletcher, soprano,
Ewell Rectial Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 24
Music Festival: Williamsburg Symphonia, Reed Perkins, conductor, with
Katherine Preston, commentary, PBK, 8:30 8:30 p.m. p.m.
Thursday, March 25
Town & Gown Luncheon, CC ballroom, 12: 15 p.m.
Wednesday, March 31
Address: " The Floating Ethics oftbe American Press, " Roger Mudd, 1992-93
Carter Lowance Fellow, Marshall-Wythe room 119,7 p.m .. Call Millie Arthur,
ext . 13810. Open to the public.

The Band Box
Rents Movies
It's a good deal on good movies.
In addition to having great prices and selection on compact di scs and tapes,
th e Band Box rents m o vies. We've gO! the best of the new releases and a very
interesting ca ta log. We've tried to select good movies--titles that you might
nO! fi nd eve rywhere, ranging from class ic to obscure.
We're convenient to the downtown area, located just one block from Merchant Square and the CoUege. Drop in at lunch, or after work . We're open until
9:00, Monday through Sarurday, and Sunday, 12:00-6:00. Rerum mov ies in our
drop box if you wish.
Video member.;hips are free. Local residents and srudems just need 2 accepted I.D.s and a home phone number. If you're at a conference at W &M , be
sure to bring your confe rence card and an I.D.
Regu lar movie rentals are $1 .91 . If yo u rent 2 movies you may choose a
3r d fo r only 69¢ plus get an extra day.

ru E . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .

BAND
517 Prince George St

BOX
229-8974

Sports
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Intentional Fouls

Baseball season at last; Greatest show on earth approaching
each hit and run. No matter what
Vic says, there will never be a
computer or NES baseball game
that does justice to the real thing-the unI ve rse of possible
pennutations is simply too vast
to be enveloped by a joystick
and two buttons. For all the
technological breakthroughs and
64-bit graphics programs, a
computer simply cannot grasp
the inherently human elements
of the game, the elements that
say to let Strawberry hit against
Mitch Williams, even though
"the
percentages"
say
otherwise, because Tomm y
Lasorda has "a feeling. "
Or maybe it was more like a
revelation .
************
On to more mWldane topics.
With the Greatest Show on Earth,
i.e .. the NCAA Tournament.j ust
around the comer, it 's tin." for
your beloved sports guru to pick
the teams to watch, 111 no
particular order, on the road to
New Orleans:
I. Cincinnati: The BearCats
play terrific defense, and in a
single elimination tournament,
one poor shooting night can
quickly send a team down the
proverbial drain.
2. Indiana: I know this isn ' t
exactly a sleeper team, but Ijust
have to admire and respect any
group of players who can put up
with Bobb y Knight for an
appreciable aInowlt of time .
3. Wake Forest: TIle Deacons
are up aIld down this year, but
when they're up , look out;

By ERIC CHASSE
These are the saddest of possible
words:
Tinker 10 Evers 10 Chance.
A /rio of Bearcubs. andjleeler Ihan birds;
Tinker

10

Evers

10

Chance.

Rlllhless()·pricking our gonfolon bubble;
Turning a Giani hil illio a double;
Words Ihm are heLIvy ,.-ilh nOlhlng bill
Irouble:
Tinker

10

E vers 10 Chance.

The above poem was written
by some unknown scholar, circa
1915, about the famous doubleplay combination ofthe Chicago
Cubs. I drudge it from the annals
ofhistory nowonlyasareminder
that, yes Virginia, baseball
season is upon us at last.
As every red-blooded
American male will attest, the
four finest words in the English
language are " pitchers and
catchers report" (followed
closely, of course, by "all you
can eat").
But for those purists among
us , baseball becomes more ,
almost a religion unto itself: the
smells of sod and pine tar are
lIke incense, the organist pours
forth hymn after hymn, and as
long as there are close games in
the late innings, there will always
be prayer at the ballpark.
Some say the game moves
too slow. I say that such a
leisurely pace is integral to a
thinking man's or woman ' s
game. Some say the game is too
boring; I cowlter by saying these
people obviously don't
comprehend the intricacies of
eacb pitch, of each sign or of
~

Georgia Tech is very much the
same, albeit on a lower level. If
he played for more ofa "name"
school, like Duke or Michigan,
Rodney Rogers would be a top
candidate for National Player of
the Year.
4. UNLV: They' re schedule
is soft, and they're lacking in
depth , but 1.R. Rider may just be
the most exciting player in the
country today , capable of
carrying the Rebels to the Elite
Eight.
5. Boston College: The Big
East is down this season, but
when the Eagles are on top of
their game, they're tough to stop.
6. Kansas: This isn't Roy
Willian1s' best team , but it's
solid, and deep, which means a
lot when teams are playing backto-back games.
7 . Vanderbilt: Because
Kevin wanted me to mention
their terrific season in my column
once before we graduated.
This list, however, is not by
any means exclusive; itis simply
all the schools I can sDell
correctly at this moment in time.
You'll notice, of course, that
certain schools are conspicuous
by their absence on the above
list , most notably Duke (too
brittle ; not enough depth),
Michigan (too many egos
anxiously awaItlllg shoe
contracts) and Kentucky (beefed
up record due to relatively easy
conference schedule).
While these picks are not
meant for purposes of gambling,
I fully expect that there may be

en
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How You Like Pizza At Home.

CALL US! 229-8885
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1 AND 2 FREE COKES 1 AND 4 FREE COKES :
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$6.99
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Call now for a medium
one topping pizza and
2 FREE cokes or diet
Cokes for only $6.99
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a pool sheet or two lying around
the lobby within about thirty
minutes of the bracket
announcements. That being so,
dear readers, know this: based
on the first two years' experience
in such pooling, you would be
well-advised to pick the polar
opposite from my own choices.
But only if you're interested
in making money.
************
Now, on to the long-awaited,
never-duplicated All-Guru ACC
team. Note that unlike your
ordinary ,
run -of-the-mill
sportswriters, I shall be choosing
the team(s) by position; picking
the fi ve best pia yers makes sense
only until you want to beat the
crud out of the All-Big Ten or
All-Big Least teams .
First Team
Point Guard: Bobby Hurley.
Duke. This selection is really a
no-brainer; Hurley has been
touted as the front-runner for
ACC Player of the Year since
last year's tournament, and AlIConference i;; has:icaLly ju~t an
afterthought.
Shooting Guard: Bob Sura,
Florida State.
Sure he's
obnoxious, and he plays out of
control sometimes; he 's still one
of the top talents in the nation.
Small Forward: George
Lynch,UNC. IknowthatLynch
playsthe4-position forthe Heels,
but so do all the other great
forwards in the conference , and
Lynch is smaller than most.
Power Forward: Rodne y
Rogers, Wake Forest. Nobody

does it better, or can better
dominate a game, both inside
and out; this guru's choice for
Player of the Year.
Center: Eric Montross, UNC.
The best pure center the
conference has seen in several
years, Montross has made Dean
Smith change his offense
somewhat to incorporate his low
post presence; that alone has to
count for something.
Second Team
Point Guard: Travis Best,
Georgia Tech. Tremendously
quick hands and hitting 50
percent of his three-pointers.
Sorry, Corey Alexander fans .
Shooting Guard: Randolph
Childress, Wake Forest. All this,
only one year after a debilitating
injury.
Small Forward: Thomas Hill,
Duke. Probably the most talkedabout, underrated player in the
ACC.
Power Forward : Kevin
Thompson, NC State. He
deserves at least this much for
s:uffering through four

)'enr~

of

turmoil in Raleigh.
Center: Malcolm Mackey,
Georgia Tech. Will make a solid
pro in the right system.
My honorable mention team
would include Cassell and
Edwards, FSU; Forrest from Ga.
Tech; Corey Alexander,
Virginia; Cherokee Parks, Duke;
and Evers Burns of Maryland.
Well there's your topic; talk
quietly anlOng yourselves.
Goodnight, Maurice Richard ,
wherever you are.
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Amicus computer-like rankings

In surprise move, sports writer actually views hoops game
By BILL MADIGAN
BASKETBALL .. . The earth violently
quakes, ci viIization collapses and there' s
rioting in the streets. What has brought us
to this threshold of armageddon? I have
broken with the sacred tradition, violated
the solemn covenant: I went to see an
intramural basketball game . In fact, I
twice transgressed. The temptation of
seeing the clash of the M-W titans was
too much for me. But before I get to that,
here ' s the last poll of the regular season:
I . Stuttering Parrots
2. Just Do It
3. Leftovers
4 . Crimes Against Nature
5. Black Letter Law
6. Capitol Offense
7. Sleepin' Dogs
8. Hoops
9 . The Rockets
I o.Earnest Borgnines
I I. Mell 's C
12. I L Court Jesters
13.Ugly
The Parrots have gone baseline to
baseline in the number one spot, and are
primed for a run at the coveted Men ' s B
title. Going undefeated over a grueling
four game schedule, the Parrots have
proven wrong those who said that 3Ls are
a bunch of lifeless blobs, biding their
time until their May liberation. Also
maintaining its pre-season perch is Just
Do It. This wily co-ree team has won
their games with an average margin of
victory of 29 points, and are looking to
repeat as this year' s champs, though the
cross-dressing scandal is likel y to tarnish
the team ' s ultimate success.
The biggest surprise ofthis season has
been the Leftovers. Touted as the worst
of the worst and ranked a dismal 12th in
the pre-season IX>lIs, the Overs have strung

together a perfect 4-0 record. Winning
their last two games by the slaughter rule,
making their shield into their sword, the
Leftovers will be the team to watch in the
IX>st-season. Grant "Half' Nelson has,
in the words of team captain, Cliff
" Hanger" Corker, found the ' '0" he had
lacked. (He used to be Grant " Half '
Nelsn.) The team also recently added the
irrepressible " Sloppy" Joe Somerville,
who has made a vow that he will do
whatever it takes to get his name in every
issue of the Amiclls, e ven if it means
joining a basketball team .
The aforementioned clash ofthe ti tans
involved the number four and five teruns,
Crimes Against Nature and Black Letter
Law. I broke my " rank- ' em-don' t-see,em" rule for this game, and it was well
worth that ultimate sacrifice. The only
regret was that the game ended in a 43-43
tie. It was a seesaw battle all the way,
neither team able to strike the mortal
blow. As the game drew to a close , it
looked like Black Letter Lawwould carry
the majority, but in the waning minutes of
the game, a scathing dissent by Crimes,
penned by the team ' s spiritual leader,
Kyle "Electric" Short, closed the gap.
Spectator, Debrah "Out Of ' Zeitler,
exclaimed that this was the best game she
had seen all day.
However, perhaps the game was best
described by M-W 's poet laureate, Chris
"Kross" Koomey, as "(a1 stalemate
between youth and experience; a
bittersweet taste that leaves with a shower
. . . " (quoting " An Ode To A Groin
Pull").
Rounding out the top half of the poll
is fan favorite, Capitol Offense, which
finished the season at 3- I, despite an
early setback. In their final regular season
game, another game with which I pressed

SPONG, from page 1

FEED ME, from page 13

patory no doctrine and the rights
of the accused when refusing to
take the stand. Entitled, ' 'The
Case of the Prodigal Playboy,"
the dispute involved the son ofa
United States Senator accused
of defrauding the Securities and
Exchange Commission. This
Fifth Amendment case involved
fraud, corruption, insider trading, and worthless junk bonds all
within the setting of the securities industry.
The Moot Court Board held
its first invitational moot court
tournament in 1972. The
MarshaII-Wythe tournament rapidly became one of the leading
moot court tournaments in the
mid-Atlantic states region. In
1986, in recognition of his 10
years' service as Dean, the tournament was rededicated to the
honor of W~ B. SIX>ng, Jr.
Since then, the tournament has
attracted teams nationally.

itselfwas tasty, it didn't seem to
complement the cake, which may
have been better with ice cream.
Perhaps best among the desserts was a very generous wedge
of thick apple cake drenched in
caramel and served with rich
homemade rum raisin ice cream-surprisingly gooey, sticky and
tasty for a non-chocolate dish.
Prices for lunch at Victoria's
range from $4.95 to $7.50, although soups are slightly less.
Dinner entrees average $11.95
to $16.95. While prices may
seem a bit high for some items,
the care, creativity and exceptional selection of fresh ingredients that go into each meal make
it well worth the expense. Although the prices may keep you
from going often, do be sure to
go.
Due to the limited number of
tables, you may want to call 22025 I I for dinner reservations.

my luck and attended, Offense proved Cob". The Bruins have shown themselves
themselves to be the masters of team to be the offensive juggernaut, smoking a
work in a thorough spanking ofthe Black group of freshmen, 12-2, in their premier.
Chucks, a bunch of big, fat, whiny On the defensive side, Kroener Still Sucks
undergrads who should be called the Up has yet to give up a goal in two games.
Meanwhile, the blasphemy continues.
·Chucks the way they coughed up the ball.
Abiding by the maxim to let sleeping Madigan Sucks is 1- I at the midway
dogs lie, IIeft the Sleepin' Dogs curled up point. They won their first, but lost their
in the number 7 spot for the second second. The mind reels at the thought
straight week. Rus Foster " Child" has that Madigan Sucks actually might suck.
Sticks in the Crease are also I-I after
led this mangy packofcurs to a respectable
record. Fueled by the rabid play of King two, unable to escape in their second
" Eiffel " Tower and Blake " Who's That " game from Nowhere To Run, who seems
Guy, the Dogs finished strong and will to be the division's team -to- beat.
Nowhere has also soiled the perfect record
contend for the sportsmanship trophy.
Filling in the next three spots are of Kennan, which is I-I.
Hoops , the Rockets , and Earnest
The Mother Puckers are slowl y gelling
Borgnines, teams that apparently don't as a team, winning their second game, 5know that my hanging file exists. Making 2, over Pika-B. The rock in goal, Brian
number I I their home is Men ' sC, a team "Damage" Platnick, and his mindwithout a league, and also a win for that numbing defense has gi ven the temp. time
matter. Their most impressive showing to mature, and to figure out which end of
of the season came in their 22-22 tie, an the stick is up. And finally, the only 0-2
offensive showcase led by John' 'Never"
M-W team , the team that should hang
Matteyak " He Didn 't Like".
their heads for the shame they have
Gnashing their teeth in the basketball brought upon John and George's
basement are the I L Court Jesters and namesake, are the Earnest Borgnines.
Ugly. I caught part of Ugly's final suicide WALLYBALL ... Jerry Zachmeister &
mission, and it was not a pretty sight. The the Albuquerque Fatboys took to the hard
one high point for the season is the newly courts and closed quarters ofthe wallyball
discovered offense of Dave" Afraid Of battlefield to uphold M-W' s proud
The" Dalk, who is rumored to have hit tradition. Featuring such bumping legends
from the outside in the terun ' s final as " Off The " Mark Capron, "Contest
slaughter.
The" Will McNulty, and "Intent To"
FLOORHOCKEY·.. ." M-Wiscurrently Rob Walsh, the Fatboys made it to the
a mediocre 9-6 overall halfway through semi's before being bounced. The team's
the regular season. The undefeated success has been attributed to the players '
include Don't Call Me Fat, led by the ability to contribute their specialty to
inspired play of Lee "Don't Hang On their overall team ' s play: Mark and the
The" RimIer, Kroener Still Sucks, controversial face bump, Will with his
featuring "Sloppy" Joe Somerville and innovative full body dink, and Rob with
Paul "Strike A" Possinger, and the the devastating three -legged set.
Bruins, paced by "Stairway To" Kevin Congratulations to these keepers of the
Kroner and Dave Pfefferkorn " On The wallyball faith.

B-KING, from page 14
ways you could never expect.
With most movies, you can basically guess what's going to
bappen--boy meets girl, boy
loses girl, boy fights bad guy,
boy defeats bad guy and boy
wins girl back. Crying Gallle
refuses to play by those rules.
Every time I thought I knew how
a scene would play out, the plot
took a novel turn. For Crying
Game, the better approach is to
suppress the urge to outguess.
Just relax and enjoyed the ride.
Even more to the film's credit
is that although the movie does
have twists, turns and shocks,
the surprise is not what makes
the film so good. Unlike most
movies that have thrive on the
unexpected, the surprises in Crying Game are not gimmicks. To
be perfectly honest, I knew the
major plot twist before viewing
the film. This knowledge did
notdrunpen the film's entertain-

ment value a bit.
is Forest Whitaker from Good
The perfonnances are as cap- Moming Vietnam and Color of
ti vating as the story. There's not Money. The only thing he had to
a weak performance by any rely on was quality and nothing
member of the cast. Stephen else--quality actors, quality film
Rea has the difficult job of sub- making and a quality story line.
tly showing Fergus' confusion
Succeed he did. Not only did
over whether to be loyal to his he make a superb, intelligent
past or to the person he loves. and original movie, but he is
The fact that it's hard to tell receiving a small share of comwhich way he ' ll go is a credit to mercial success as well. The
Rea' sgoodwork. JayeDavidson movie has been nominated for
is just as superb. She acts as six Academy Awards including
Fergus ' foil and is responsible Best Picture, Best Actor, Best
for drawing out all the different Director and Best Original
aspects of his character. It's Screenplay. This is even more
through Dil ' s eyes that we can surprising considering that there
was absolutely no promotion
see Fergus' true nature.
One of the greatest achieve- done for this movie at all.
ments of this movie is the story
Likewise, the audience is
of it's success. Jordan's script resIX>nding as well. In Crying
was originally turned down by Game's first week in wide reevery major studio and was fi- lease, the film took in more
nally accepted by a small, inde- money than movies that played
pendent studio. He filmed it on . at three times as many theaters.
a low budget (about one-fifth of Sometimes quality is more imthe average cost of a movie) portant, and better recei ved, than
with no mega-stars. The most gimmicks. And "sometimes you
recognizable person in the movie gotta break the rules."
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and should accommodate the

PARKING? from page 1 needs ofthe facility.
sidered in a stud y conducted over
five months before the law
school-gradplex-population labmule bam site was selected. An
archeological study and soil and
:!rosion control studies are yet to
be completed. Trees will be
planted to screen the cemetery
and the Colonial Parkway from
the new building. " The design
of the building is more like the
law school rather than the graduate residences," said Camp .
" The facility will reall y clean
up the site."
The new indoor terulis facility will be the home of the National Collegiate Women 's Tennis Hall of Fame. West said that
there is a men's Hall of Fame at
the University ofGeorgia. Georgia does not ha ve a large enough
faci lity to house the women's
cowlterpart. McConnack 's gift
and thenew faci lity enabled West
to score a coup in bringing the
women's Hall of Fame to Wi lliam and Mary.
Mark McConnack began his
climb to wealth as a sports attorney. His first well known client
was golf legend Arnold Palmer .
Today, he is CEO of the International Man age ment Group ,
which represents many well
known sports and entertainment

SILENCE from page 3

West was less optimistic regarding the traffic created by
everyday tennis players. Both
West and Camp said that new
parking would be created in front
of the facility, something between 22 and 28 spaces. "TIlere
may be an overload during the
changing of shifts" of players,
West said. The potential exists
for additional new parking behind the building if necessary.
Ground breaking for the
project is anticipated in the late
summer or fall of 1993, with
completion targeted for 1994.
Can law students expect another
parking atrocity such as that experienced during construction of
the gradplex?
For those who were not at
Marshall-Wythe (or through
some phenomenon of repression
don't remem ber), all the parking
between the fac ulty lot and the
Graveyard Lot was dedicated to
staging fo r construction materials and equipment, to parking
for construction workers, and
surrowlded with an eight foot
anchor fence. Students were
faced with a choice of trudging a
path covered with mulch (or mud
depending on the weather), or
dodging cars while crossing
Henry Street.
West said that the College

record labels, local regulations
banning specific artists from
perfonning in communities an,d
age restrictions imposed on both
concert-goers and record buyers. Marello has come to the
defense of both lce-T and 2 Live
Crew. She believes that parents
are abdicating their authority and
parental responsibility to outside committees, and parents
should get involved in what their
children should listen to and discuss the music and its message
with their children.
Jimmie Briggs, Jr. is a Minority Writing Fellow for the
D.C offi ce of the Village Voke .
Briggs previously worked as a
freelance writer/foreig n news
aide for the Washillgton Post
and he has done freelance COI1certs and music reviews for national publi cations. Briggs also
wrote an essay in the Outlook
section of the November 15,
1992, issue of the Post titled,
" X-Rap Vision : Malcolm in
Music; How the Hip-Hop Generation Spread His Militant Message." Briggs will attempt to
represent the perspective held
by most African-Anlericans.
Jay Sekulow from Atlanta is
the top attorney and spokesperson of tile American Center for

fi g wc;:;, ID well ID a.rli"I". The

would "Uy 10 be "eu:;iLi vc;" Lo

Law aud Ju:;Li c c::,

company also produces numerous tournaments and sporting
events.
TIle plaI1I1ed facility will seat
over 400 spectators. Asked to
comment on the impact the facility will have on the already
contentious parking situation in
the law school complex, West
said that most functions that
would draw an audience will
take place in the late afternoon
or evening, or in the case of
tournaments , on weekends. She
believes that the existing parking--the Graveyard Lot--is not
in demand during these times

the parking concerns oflaw students. She anticipates that the
staging will be on the back part
of the construction site, and the
only encroachment on current
parking will be an access route
fortrucks and construction equipment to South Henry Street.
Ifby some Wlimaginable set
of unanticipated and ungodly
circwl1stances students are consigned to traversing the Oregon
trail once again, they could always use their rackets as l11uckshoes for job interviews and Legal Skills dress-up days. TeI1I1is
anyone?

tion affiliated with Pat
Robertson. Last week, Sekulow
represented Lamb 's Chapel before the U.S. Supreme Court in
an establislunent clause case,
Lamb's Chapel l'. The Center
Moriches Union Free School
District. In this case, the school
had a policy of allowing use of
its premises for different community interests but excluded
religious, political or commercial uses. TIle school denied
access to the Chapel who want,ed
to have a slide show on raising
children from a religious pt!rspective.

CUI

organiza-

Escapefor• European Style Coffees •
• Authentic Espresso Drinks •
• Homemade Baked Goods •
Williamsburg Crossing
5251 John Tyler Highway

(804) 229-9791

Harvey Eluto is a Virginia
Beach bookseller who is the
founder and President of Virginians Against Censorship (V AC).
The purposes of VAC are to
promote the free access ofinformation as guaranteed by the First
Amendment, to monitor any action or legislation that affects
intellectual freedom and sponsor activities to assist indi viduals and groups who are confronted with censorship problems. Each fall , VAC organizes
events around " Banned Book
Week. " Elutoalsohastwocompanies out of Virginia Beach
nanled " Bargain Books" and
" Paperback Books, Inc." and
has organized various seminars
and panel discussions concerning First Amendment and censorshipoverthe last several years
in the Virginia Beach area.
Police Chief Dennis Martin
is head of the National Association of Chiefs of Police , and his
headq uart ers is located in
Florida. Chief Martin wants to
represent the viewpoint of p0lice officers on the issue of violence and promises to bring a
fair nW11ber of police officers

from this area to the symposium.
Neil Grover is a local musicianandsongwriterwhohas been
playing the piano since age 8
and has been playing in rockand-roll bands since age 13 . A
graduate of Bard College where
he studied Composition and Jazz,
he has played in numerous D.C.
bands ranging from bluegrass to
Chicago-style blues bands .
Since moving to W illiamsburg,
he plays solo piano and jazz at
locations throughout the Peninsula and has recently turned to
songwriting.
Organi zers of the symposium , Darkes, Scott Drabenstadt
( IL) and Mark Donald (2L) anticipate one more unconfirmed
person on the ensorship issue.
" Vii ith the panel we have assembled, this is going to be entertaining as well as stimulating," said Drabenstadt. Darkes
noted that "the community response has been so great, and we
enco urage people to come
earl y. " TIle organizers are expecting not only W &Mstudents
to attend but also members of
the community and high school
students from around the area.

Beethoven's
a cafe-deli
featuring

Reubens, Sailors, Beethoven
Mozart, Corned Beef, &
Pastrami.
Also N. Y Cheesecake,
Homemade Soups and Lasagna.
Our Famous
French Onion Soup Au
Gratin (nightly)

Join us and relax with
good food in a pleasant
classical music atmosphere.

467 Merrimac Trail (Rt. 143)
open 11 a.m. Sundays noon
229-7069

N OW featuring a daily
special for William
and Mary Students
with current I.D.

